KEEP REACHING FOR THE STARS
ABOUT THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA

The University of Central Florida is a bold, preeminent research institution that is regularly ranked among the nation’s top 20 most innovative universities by U.S. News & World Report. With more than 70,400 students, UCF is one of the largest universities in the United States and is ranked as one of the best educational values in the nation by Forbes and Kiplinger. The university benefits from a diverse faculty and staff who create a welcoming environment and opportunities for all students to grow, learn and succeed.

A FOUNDATION FOR SUCCESS

UCF and its 13 colleges offer more than 230 degrees at UCF’s main campus, hospitality campus, health sciences campus and through multiple regional locations. The 1,415-acre main campus is 13 miles east of downtown Orlando and adjacent to one of the top research parks in the nation. Other campuses throughout Central Florida include a fully accredited College of Medicine at Lake Nona and UCF Downtown, which opened in Fall 2019 and provides innovative urban education for high-demand fields such as digital media and health informatics. UCF’s online-only programs include bachelor’s degrees, graduate degrees and graduate certificates.

TOP-RANKED COLLEGE EDUCATION

UCF is an academic, partnership and research leader in various fields, such as optics and lasers, modeling and simulation, engineering and computer science, planetary science, business administration, education, hospitality management, health care and video game design. In fact, UCF’s Florida Interactive Entertainment Academy is ranked as the world’s No. 1 game design graduate school by The Princeton Review and PC Gamer magazine.

CAMPUS LIFE

Home to the FBC Mortgage Stadium and the Addition Financial Arena, UCF hosts various concerts and shows, plus cultural events and NCAA sports. Student on-campus events and activities are abundant. UCF offers an array of student services, hundreds of student clubs and organizations, and dedicated academic resources to help students succeed in school and as alumni.
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*This program contains the most accurate graduation information available at press time. The appearance of a name here is presumptive of graduation but not conclusive.*
FROM THE PRESIDENT

Dear Graduates and Families:

Congratulations, Class of 2022. We are so very proud of you. Your optimism, determination, persistence and compassion are an inspiration to the entire UCF community.

The degrees we celebrate today were the fruits of your long labor, often under extraordinary circumstances. The effort you gave attending classes, discovering in labs, creating with faculty and classmates, and working through internships — they led you to this moment and to this new beginning.

Elements of today’s commencement ceremony have their roots in the 12th century. You are part of an age-old tradition of scholarship, learning and creation. But you are executing this tradition in revolutionary ways. You are among the most accomplished, diverse and innovative graduates in history. You will develop the solutions, technologies, philosophies and relationships that will drive a better future. You will change the world like no generation before — I have no doubt.

Our graduates have joined a network of 344,000+ alumni. Together, you will be ambassadors and supporters of this great university. The old saying is that there is power in numbers. I encourage you to use it wisely in service to those around you and to help those coming up behind you.

I would also like to give a special thank you to the loved ones of our graduates. Your support and encouragement contributed more to this milestone than you know. We are grateful to you.

When someone says, “Go Knights,” I always listen for the reply, “Charge On!” It’s not just a cheer, it’s our way of life and how we face the future.

In that spirit, **Charge On, Class of 2022!**

Alexander N. Cartwright, Ph.D.
President
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COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM
The ceremony will last approximately two hours.

Prelude

The Processional
The Baccalaureate and Graduate Candidates
The Platform Party
The Faculty

Convening of the Commencement

The National Anthem

Opening Remarks and Introductions
Dr. Alexander N. Cartwright
University President

Commencement Address

The Conferring of Degrees
The Faculty, Deans, Provost and President

Honors and Individual Recognition*
Student Body Representative
UCF Alumni Representative

Alma Mater

The Recessional
The Platform Party

*Applause is the most appropriate method of conveying congratulations as your graduate’s name is called.
Other methods may keep your neighbors from hearing their graduate’s name.

Thank you for joining the faculty, staff, administration and student body in honoring our graduates.

SPECIAL THANKS TO:

Andrew Walker, Organist | Jose Velez, Vocalist
David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle, Bagpipers | Reader, ROMAGNA Company
Sign Language Interpreter, Interpretex | Captioning, Central Florida Captioning and CART Services | Professional Photography, GradImages
AUGUST 5, 2022 — 6:00 P.M.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND HUMANITIES
COLLEGE OF GRADUATE STUDIES
COLLEGE OF NURSING
COLLEGE OF SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES

PLATFORM PARTY

Grand Marshal.............................................................. Dr. Blake Scott
Commencement Speaker................................................................. Kelvin Manning
Board of Trustees Member.............................................................. Joseph Conte
President ........................................................................... Dr. Alexander N. Cartwright
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs .............................................. Dr. Michael D. Johnson
Vice President for Compliance, Ethics, and Risk.......................................................... Rhonda Bishop
Vice President and General Counsel................................................................. Youndy C. Cook
Vice President for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion.................................................. Dr. Andrea Guzmán
Senior Vice President for Administration and Finance........................................... Gerald Hector
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ........................................................................ Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Arts and Humanities ...................................................................... Jeffrey Moore
Associate Dean, College of Nursing ........................................................................ Dr. Carmen Giurgescu
Dean, College of Sciences ......................................................................................... Dr. Maggy Tomova
Vice Provost, Student Learning and Academic Success and Dean, College of Undergraduate Studies ........................................................ Dr. Theodorea Regina Berry
Alumni Representative ......................................................................................... Kandi Steiner
Student Government Representative ....................................................................... Emma Custis
Faculty Representative ......................................................................................... Dr. Timothy Selnov
Staff Advisory Council Representative .................................................................... Jamie LaMoreaux
Order of Pegasus ................................................................................................. Ashley Y. Stone

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

KELVIN MANNING
DEPUTY DIRECTOR AT NASA KENNEDY SPACE CENTER

Kelvin Manning serves as deputy director of NASA’s John F. Kennedy Space Center. He began his career there in 1992 and has served in several positions including the center’s associate director, space shuttle flow director, chief engineer for shuttle upgrades, vehicle manager, test director, and first division chief for NASA’s Orion spacecraft. He also served on the last three astronaut candidate selection boards.

He earned his bachelor’s degree from the U.S. Air Force Academy, his M.S. in industrial engineering from UCF and completed the Senior Executive Fellows Program at the Harvard Kennedy School of Government.

Kelvin served six years as an Air Force officer stationed at Eglin Air Force Base and with the North American Aerospace Defense Command. Prior to joining NASA, he was an engineer with General Electric and McDonnell Douglas.

Kelvin has received numerous awards, including the Presidential Meritorious Rank Award, NASA Exceptional Achievement and Public Service Medals, Astronauts’ Silver Snoopy Award, National Black Engineer of the Year Award, Department of Defense Joint Service Commendation Medal, and a National Outstanding Eagle Scout Award.
AUGUST 6, 2022 — 8:30 A.M.

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE
COLLEGE OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND SCIENCES
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
COLLEGE OF OPTICS AND PHOTONICS
ROSEN COLLEGE OF HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT

PLATFORM PARTY

Grand Marshal .......................................................................................................................... Dr. Tengfei Jiang
Commencement Speaker ....................................................................................................... Paul A. Sohl, Rear Adm. USN (Ret)
Board of Trustees Member and Faculty Senate Chair ......................................................... Dr. Stephen King
President .............................................................................................................................. Dr. Alexander N. Cartwright
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs .............................................. Dr. Michael Georgiopoulos
Chief Analytics Officer ........................................................................................................ Dr. Paige Borden
Senior Vice President for Administration and Finance ...................................................... Gerald Hector
Vice President for Government and Community Relations ................................................ Janet D. Owen
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ...................................................................................... Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Engineering and Computer Science ...................................................... Dr. Michael Georgiopoulos
Dean, College of Health Professions and Sciences .......................................................... Dr. Christopher Ingersoll
Vice President for Health Affairs and Dean, College of Medicine ...................................... Deborah C. German, M.D.
Associate Dean, College of Optics and Photonics .............................................................. Dr. Patrick LiKamWa
Dean, Rosen College of Hospitality Management .............................................................. Dr. Youcheng Wang
Alumni Representative ....................................................................................................... Alexis Johnson
Student Government Representative .................................................................................... Emma Custis
Faculty Representative ...................................................................................................... Dr. Tina Chiarelli
Staff Advisory Council Representative ............................................................................. James Smith, Jr.
Order of Pegasus ................................................................................................................ Victoria Orindas Corcino

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

PAUL A. SOHL, REAR ADM. USN (RET)

CEO, FLORIDA HIGH TECH CORRIDOR COUNCIL

Paul Sohl is CEO of the Florida High Tech Corridor Council, an economic development initiative of the University of Central Florida, the University of South Florida, and the University of Florida to attract, retain and grow high tech industry and innovation – and the workforce to support it – in a 23-county region. As CEO, he facilitates collaboration between the universities and their partners in economic development and oversees The Corridor Council’s portfolio of programs.

Paul joined The Corridor in June 2020, following 33 years of service in the U.S. Navy, from which he retired as Rear Admiral. He has also served as founder and president of BackFin Partners, a consultancy supporting defense firms contracted by the U.S. government.

Paul earned his bachelor’s in aeronautical engineering from MIT and a master’s in aeronautical and astronautical engineering from Stanford. Additionally, he is a graduate and former Commanding Officer of the U.S. Naval Test Pilot School.
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
COLLEGE OF COMMUNITY INNOVATION AND EDUCATION

PLATFORM PARTY

Grand Marshal .............................................................................................................. Dr. Christopher Leo
Commencement Speaker .............................................................................................. Tim Giuliani
Board of Trustees Member ......................................................................................... Tiffany Altizer
President ........................................................................................................................................ Dr. Alexander N. Cartwright
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs ................................................................. Dr. Michael D. Johnson
Senior Vice President for Administration and Finance ................................................................. Gerald Hector
Vice President for Research and Dean, College of Graduate Studies ............................................................ Dr. Elizabeth Klonoff
Dean, The Burnett Honors College ...................................................................................... Dr. Sheila Amin Gutiérrez de Piñeres
Dean, College of Business Administration ....................................................................................... Dr. Paul Jarley
Dean, College of Community Innovation and Education ............................................................... Dr. Grant Hayes
Alumni Representative .............................................................................................................. Victoria Manglardi
Student Government Representative .............................................................................................. Emma Custis
Faculty Representative.................................................................................................................. Dr. Thomas Cox
Staff Advisory Council Representative ......................................................................................... Darryl Gordon

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

TIM GIULIANI
PRESIDENT AND CEO, ORLANDO ECONOMIC PARTNERSHIP

Tim Giuliani is advancing the pace of change and altering the perceptions of a place best known for tourism by re-conceptualizing the Orlando region’s economic future. As the founding President and CEO of the Orlando Economic Partnership, Tim is leading a multi-year pursuit to create a new model for economic and community development that challenges the status-quo and establishes a new path forward towards broad-based prosperity.

He has led the effort to add 18,000 new jobs to the region in the past five years, as well as develop the first regional digital twin in the world.

He lives in Orlando with his wife and three children.
# Candidates for Doctoral Degrees

## College of Arts and Humanities

**ANSHARE ANNIE ANTOINE**  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mel Stanfill

**ELENA MARIA ROGALLE**  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mel Stanfill

**MIA S. TIGNOR**  
Texts and Technology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Connie Lester

## College of Community Innovation and Education

**SHAHABEDDIN ABBASPOUR TAZEHKAND**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Farshid Safi

**AAALIA ABDULLAALI ALSHOMRANI**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Judit Szente

**LUCAS MARK ALWARD**  
Criminal Justice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jill Viglione

**SOPHIE CUOCCI**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Joyce Nutta

**SIDDHI DESAI**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Farshid Safi

**MORGAN RENEE DIAZ**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Eleazar Vasquez

**XUEYING GAO**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen Sivo

**RYAN MICHAEL GIRTS**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Matthew Stock

**ERICA RUTH GOLDSTEIN**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Stout

**LYNETTE S. GONZALEZ**  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Gordon II

**MOLLY ELIZABETH GREER**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lisa Dieker

**ALISON A. HAMMACK**  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Devon Jensen

**KYLIE KRISTAFER HARMON**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Matthew Stock

**JASMINE DOMONIQUE HAYNES**  
Public Affairs  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kim Anderson

**LEA HERBERT**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ann Shillingford-Butler  
Major Advisor: Dr. Melissa Zeligman

**BREAHAHANNAH HILAIRE**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jacqueline Joe  
Major Advisor: Dr. Laurie O. Campbell

**MISHA ZAIDI**  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sherron Roberts

**KRISZTINA WEISZHAUPT**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Judith Levin  
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn Lambie

**TAMIKA KNIGHT WILLIAMS**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Russell

**GALAXINA GABRIELLE-DICKEY WRIGHT**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sejal Barden  
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn Lambie

**LYNN HUNTER GRABENHORST**  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Cox

**ALINA GEORGETA STEFANOV**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Farshid Safi

**CHRISTINE ANN SZYMANSKI**  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Gordon II

**TRACY ANN SHENUSKI**  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Daniel Eadens

**JUSTIN JAMES SMITH**  
Criminal Justice  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Moreto

**MELANIE FRANCES PALACIOS SODERSTROM**  
Criminal Justice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kristina Fisher  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Moreto

**ALINA GEORGETA STEFANOV**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Farshid Safi

**CHRISTINE ANN SZYMANSKI**  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Gordon II

**LYBRYA KEBREAB**  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sarah Bush
KAIRA SHANTELL KELLY  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Vassiliki Zygouris-Coe  
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Damico

SHERIDAN ALEXIS KUSHNER PERNA  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Michele Gill

DUAA KHALID LUTFI  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Elsie Olan

RHONDA DITTUS McMAHON  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. RoSusan Bartee

SARAH L. MENDOZA  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Dalena Dillman Taylor

CARLEY BLADES MYSZKOWSKI  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Thomas Vitale

UDAY K. NAIR  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Debbie Hahs-Vaughn

CHELSEA ALEXA PIERCE  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lisa Dieker

STEPHANIE MARIE RIVERA-VELAZQUEZ  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. RoSusan Bartee

CRISTINA LUCIA SAENZ  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Audrone Skukauskaite

LYNN MARIE SCOTT  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lisa Dieker

TRACY ANN SHENUSKI  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. Daniel Eadens

JUSTIN JAMES SMITH  
Criminal Justice  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Moreto

MELANIE FRANCES PALACIOS SODERSTROM  
Criminal Justice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kristina Fisher  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Moreto

ALINA GEORGETA STEFANOV  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Farshid Safi

CHRISTINE ANN SZYMANSKI  
Educational Leadership  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Gordon II

KRISZTINA WEISZHAUPT  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Judit Szente  
Major Advisor: Dr. Judith Levin

TAMIKA KNIGHT WILLIAMS  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Russell

GALAXINA GABRIELLE-DICKEY WRIGHT  
Education  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sejal Barden  
Major Advisor: Dr. Glenn Lambie

MISHA ZAIDI  
Curriculum and Instruction  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sherron Roberts
College of Engineering and Computer Sciences

EHAB ABDELGHAFAR ABDELMAKSOUD
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Mehmet Tatari

FAISAL RAMZI A. ALGHAMDI
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Mehmet Tatari

BANDAR ABDULLAH ALZAHRANI
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ahmad Elshennawy

YUCHEN CAO
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenle Chen

HAMED HAGGI
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Wei Sun

STEPHEN ADEBOLA ADEOYE
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yoav Peles

FIRAT IRMAK
Aerospace Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ali Gordon

ABDULRAHMAN ABDULLAH M. ALABDULJABBAR
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. David Mohaisen

KAMLESH JOSHI
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Samik Bhattacharya

FAISAL RAMZI A. ALGHAMDI
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Mehmet Tatari

WOLFGANG J. KLIMM
Aerospace Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ka Wai Kwok

BANDAR ABDULLAH ALZAHRANI
Industrial Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Ahmad Elshennawy

SUPRIYA KOUL
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Akihiro Kushima

YUCHEN CAO
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kenle Chen

ADITHI PANDRAHAL KRISHNAPRASAD

SHARADA
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Tania Roy

JESSICA CORMIER
Environmental Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Steven Duranceau

GEORGE LOUBIMOV
Aerospace Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael Kinzel

DYLAN JAMES COLVIN
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kristopher Davis

VIDHAN MALIK
Aerospace Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Kareem Ahmed

JONATHAN ADAM COTO
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. W. Linwood Jones
Major Advisor: Dr. Ali Gordon

UDAY BHASKAR MANDA
Mechanical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yoav Peles

PARISA DARBARI KOZEKANAN
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Gary Leavens

SINA MASNADI
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. Joseph Laviola II

NATHALIA DIAZ VALLEJO
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Yongho Sohn

ULKU METERIZ
Computer Science
Major Advisor: Dr. David Mohaisen

ELHAM ESLAMI
Civil Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Hae-Bum Youn

MICHAEL JULIEO MORALES OTERO
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Arthur Weeks
Major Advisor: Dr. Donald Malocha

JEYA PRAKASH GANESAN
Materials Science and Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Parag Banerjee

GEOFFREY RAYMOND MULBERRY
Electrical Engineering
Major Advisor: Dr. Brian Kim
ECE CIGDEM MUTLU  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ozlem Garibay

DEEPAK PANDEY  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jayan Thomas

KHAN MOHAMMAD RABBI  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Shawn Putnam

BINGBING RAO  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Liqiang Wang

MINA RAZGHANDI  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Damla Turgut

CHAITHANYA RENDUCHINTALA  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Varadraj Gurupur

MAHAM SAEIDI  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Waldemar Karwowski

KOWSIK SAMBATH KUMAR  
Materials Science and Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jayan Thomas

RANADHIR SARKAR  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Issa Batarseh  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kalpathy Sundaram

LAURA LYNN SEGARRA  
Industrial Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Luis Rabelo  
Major Advisor: Dr. Heather Keathley

ABBAS SHIRI  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ayman Abouraddy

SANSIRI TARNPRADAB  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kien Hua

GUANYU TIAN  
Electrical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Qun Zhou Sun

SUDHARSAN VAIDHUN BHASKAR  
Computer Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Zhishan Guo  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sajal Das

SAIDI WANG  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Haiyan Hu

NAVIDRA PRIYADHARSHANA WIJEYERATNE  
Mechanical Engineering  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ali Gordon

NECIP FAZIL YILDIRAN  
Computer Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Paul Gazzillo

ARASH ZARMEHR  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Joseph Kider, Jr.

College of Health Professions and Sciences

JAMIE L. WATKINS  
Physical Therapy  
Major Advisor: Dr. Morris “Rick” Beato
College of Medicine

JENNIFER COLLINS
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Debopam Chakrabarti

AMANDA J. COX
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Annette Khaled

ANAS JASER MOUSA MISTAREEHI
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Zixi Cheng

MINERVA FATIMAE HIDALGO VENTOLERO
Biomedical Sciences
Major Advisor: Dr. Xiaoman Li

College of Nursing

STEPHANIE DAWN ANTEPARA
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Leslee Kubiet

VALENTINA ELAINE BALOGH
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Martinez

KRISTINA PAULINE BELL
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Martinez

JOY PRINSELL BROTHERS
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Martinez

KESHIA RENEE BROWN
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Veronica Decker

KAMAN MICHELLE CHENG
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Desiree Diaz

NICOLE LEE COLON
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Leslee Kubiet

PARVIN D. DANESHVAR
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Martinez

KATIE ELIZABETH DEINES
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Leslee Kubiet

EILEEN MARIE DEVINE
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Dawn Turnage

ETHAN TAYLOR DILLINGHAM
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Blackwell

AMANDA PASSALACQUA DIX
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Veronica Decker

IBIS ELIZABET ECHEMENDIA
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Francisco Guido-Sanz

GINA MARIA EVANS
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Blackwell

KERRY-ANN FARROW
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Donna Neff

ERIKA MARIE FENIMORE
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Susan Quelly

NADINE A. GARCIA
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Norma Conner

AMANDA JO GILL
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Michele Butts

CHRISTIE ANNE GLEASON
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Blackwell

STACEY LEIGH GRANT
Nursing Practice
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Martinez
KATHERINE EMILY HALEY  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Deborah Tedesco

LINSEY FAY HANEY  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Victoria Loerzel

MELISA RACHELLE HAYMAN  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jean Davis

STACY MARIE JEMTRUD  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jascinth Lindo

RICHARD CRAIG LINDSEY  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Veronica Decker

JORDAN TAYLOR MCGREGOR  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Francisco Guido-Sanz

ISAIAH STEVEN MOSER  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Blackwell

LAUREN O’BOYLE  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Marchina Tolbert

NANCY CAROL OLSON  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Rajanee Tiwari

RAELEIGH DIANE PATEL  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Martinez

CATHLEEN PATON  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Christa Cook

DOMENICA MARIELA RAMIREZ  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Valerie Martinez

JAMIE LYNNE SALTKILL  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Francisco Guido-Sanz

CAITLIN JANE SMITH  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Deborah Tedesco

ELEANOR L. STOCK  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jacqueline LaManna

GRACE NICOLE THAYER  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jonathan Decker

ELVIN DAVID TOLENTINO  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Francisco Guido-Sanz

TRISTAN MARKUS TURKKI  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Susan Smith

APRIL LEE WILSON  
Nursing Practice  
Major Advisor: Dr. Leslee Kubiet
College of Optics and Photonics

HAO-JUNG CHANG  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. David Hagan

JESSICA PENA  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Martin Richardson

MILAD GHOLOPOUR VAZIMALI  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sasan Fathpour

SETH SMITH-DRYDEN  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Bahaa Saleh

XIAOWEN HU  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Axel Schulzgen

RUITAO WU  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Aristide Dogariu

ZHAO MA  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Renshaw

CHUN XIA  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Stephen Kuebler

LAM MACH  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Ivan Divliansky

BOYANG ZHOU  
Optics and Photonics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Xiaoming Yu

College of Sciences

RANSES ALFONSO RODRIGUEZ  
Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sudipto Choudhury

LINDSAY BRITTONY CONNER  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Nicole Lighthall

KAVEENA AUTAR  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. James Hickman

MATTHEW ALAN COOK  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Amie Newins

AMANDA JOY-HAFICH BOND  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Peter Hancock

DAVID CHASE FAIRCHILD  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Fernando Uribe Romo

J. DILLON CALDWELL  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Amanda Koontz

KETTY ANDREA FERNANDEZ  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Elizabeth Mustaine

CATRINA CALUB  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Mark Rapport

Major Advisor: Dr. Bethany Backes

YUCHEN CAO  
Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jiongmin Yong

DAVID WAYNE FOX  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lei Zhai

MELVIN RODRIGO GUZMAN PIEDRASANTA  
Integrative Anthropological Science  
Major Advisor: Dr. Brigitte Kovacevich

CHARLES W. HARRISON  
Big Data Analytics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Edgard Maboudou
MICHAEL DAVID HIMES  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Joseph Harrington

LUZ J. KELLEY  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Matthieu Baudelet

GYAN BAHADUR KHATRI  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Enrique Del Barco

MATTHEW KRAMER  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Robert Dvorak  
Major Advisor: Dr. Lidia Mesheha

JOHN GARY L’HOMMEDIEU  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Amy Donley

VANESSA CHRISTINE LOWRY  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Kerri Donaldson Hanna  
Major Advisor: Dr. Humberto Campins

TRACCY ARANHA WATANABE MARTINS  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jason Ford

BRANDON T. MATSUMIYA  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Clint Bowers

SAAD MEHMOOD  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Luca Argenti

TATIANA MOLDEN  
Chemistry  
Major Advisor: Dr. Dmitry Kolpashchikov

RYAN DEV ROOPNARAIN  
Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Sudipto Choudhury

EMILY JAYNE ROSS  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Jeffrey Cassisi

SAJAD SAGHAYE POLKOO  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Christopher Renshaw

MUHAMMAD SAJID  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Abdelkader Kara  
Major Advisor: Dr. William Kaden

JACQUELYN LINDSEY SCHRECK  
Modeling and Simulation  
Major Advisor: Dr. Gerald Matthews

RUQAYYAH SHOUK  
Physics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Richard Klemm

J’NELLE ALAINNA STEPHENSON  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Daniel Paulson  
Major Advisor: Dr. Vikki Gaskin-Butler

ASHLEY Y. STONE  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Shannon Carter

KAYLA RACHEL TOOHY  
Sociology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Harold Corzine

IAN GREGORY WILL  
Conservation Biology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Adriana De Bekker

EMY A. WILLIS  
Psychology  
Major Advisor: Dr. Michael Dunn

POROSHAT YAZDANBAKHSH  
Mathematics  
Major Advisor: Dr. Zhisheng Shuai
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

JEREMY D. FAIRLEY
Hospitality Management
Major Advisor: Dr. Kevin Murphy

JILL ELIZABETH PLUMER
Hospitality Management
Major Advisor: Dr. Denver Severt

WEN ZHANG
Hospitality Management
Major Advisor: Dr. Alan Fyall
Candidates for Education Specialist

BRITTANY L. BROCKMEIER
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Daniel Eadens

AMBER LEIGHAN FAIRCLOTH
Educational Leadership
Major Advisor: Dr. Daniel Eadens

Candidates for Master of Fine Arts

XIMENA BEATRIZ GONZALEZ TOLEDO
Theatre

SARAH JANE HOLLAND
Feature Film Production

LINDSEY BROOK LEFFEL
Theatre

DUNCAN MACPHERSON
Theatre

MATTHEW JEFFREY MOORE
Theatre

ANDREW DAVID MYERSON
Feature Film Production

SAMANTHA MARIE RESER
Theatre

JORDAN JOSEPH ZAUHA
Theatre
Candidates for Master’s Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

*Master of Arts*

*English MA-Literary, Cultural, and Textual Studies*

Tyler Matthew Dick

*English MA-Technical Writing*

Tabatha C. Kless
Amy Adeline Toole

*History MA*

Ty Karnitz
Emily Louise Strickland

*Teaching English (TESOL) MA*

Nathalie Antonia Amato
Virginia L. Perwin
College of Business Administration

Master in Sport Business Management

Sport Business Management MSBM
Spencer Blane Ewing

Master of Business Administration

Business Administration MBA - Evening
Olufwafemi Ajogbeje
Janay Rebecca Johnson
Rosaly Mendez
Matthew Milon
Joseph Benjamin Rogerson, Jr.
Jose Angel Sanz

Business Administration MBA - Professional
Denajo Emmanuel Amaro
Moumen S. Badawi
Shaun Patrick Baker
Sami Bazzi
Morgan Taylor Brandsema
Grant Lee Bumgardner
Meghan J. Cord
Samuel Cowart IV
Jennifer Cull
Courteny Linnea Curto
Christina Michelle Debarro
Eri Michelle Denney
Austin Mark Edwards
Jennifer M. Essick
Ryan Fier
Olivia Katherine Grigg
Kristen Elizabeth Guske - Abowd
Hamza Syed Hamid
Alelu Jenbere
Christopher Edwin Jenkins
Amanda Claire Johnson
Kevin Patrick Karam
Rian Paul Birely Koons IV
Erin Michelle Krohne
Kelvin Li
Laura Ashley Lynch
Tina Malik
Olivia Anne Meyers
Bradley James Moncrieff
Kevin Matthew Puldon
Payton Renee Ramey
McKenna Ainsley Rothschild
Joseph Patrick Rubin
Taylor Victoria Sanders

Stephen Christopher Scherer
Richard Thomas Schreiber
Gabriela Spieler Tahech
Adam James Stump
Yohameli Lazaro Toledo
Victoria Faith Upton
Megan Lynn Van de Water
George Emil Vega
Mateo Jose Velez
Teilor MacKenzie Wagner
Krystal Marie Walker
Gary Ellis Washington, Jr.
Melissa Wimberley
Shakira Selena Zuniga

Master of Science in Accounting

Accounting MSA-Assurance
Sarah Marie Arroyo
Corey Steven Bergeron
Heather Ashley Bivona
Haley Marie Cook
Brittany L. Floyd
Ranjit Singh Hook
Rhonda Martinez
Kadiatou Sogodogo
Mariel Cristina Torres
Stephanie Williams
Sheniah Serayah Yirmyah

Accounting MSA-Management
Karsen Angela Hage
Chad Joseph Storm

Accounting MSA-Taxation
Brenda Liz Garcia

Master of Science in Management

Management MSM-Integrated Business
Czar Veto Alexander
Rebecca Anne Ammons
Cristian Enrike Aviles
Makena Lee Bement
Drew Thomas Brasil
Marco Andres Calderon
Kristal Marie Cintron Martinez
Tatum Elizabeth Cox
Emma Josephine Custis
Melissa Jeanne Elliott
Mussab Mulhim Eltayeb
Monica Alejandra Fardonk

Celea Maritza Gonzalez
Randall Andrew Jonda
Fernanda Melo Martins
Kaylin Alyssa Meller
Lorrin Alyssse Meller
Cecilia Maria Mihelich
Esteban David Montañez
Genesis Ariana Ordonez
David William Peters
Timothy Gabriel Peters
Erson Pierre
Caroline Jane Rasmussen
Andrea Rivera
Alejandro Luis Talavera
Danielle Kaye Torres-Griffin
Juan Jesus Vidable
Anne-Marie Holley Watson
Caleb Addison West
Evan Michael White
College of Community Innovation and Education

Master in Research Administration

Research Administration MRA

Elena Y. Chidester
Katie Marie McGaery
Aisha Miletzi Rivera
Sarah Christine Schermer
Erica Maria Spaulding
Nicole Lieve Thompson
Amber Thorne
Ashjan Ameen Zaben

Master of Arts

Applied Learning and Instruction MA

Jericho Joy Ackerson
Gina Martin
Donald Wade Norsworthy

Career and Technical Education MA

Kesha Latoya Cole
Edith Inman
Carly M. Loyd

Counselor Education MA

Ryan Alexander Benjamin
Bobbi Kirkpatrick
Elizabeth Renee Lopez Cuevas
Tonya Alicia McIntyre
Meghan Murphy
Natalie Amineh Nejad
Sully Beatriz Parrales
Ivy Phillips
Angela Rose Rimany
Shealyn Amanda Roche
Starr Skyler

Educational Leadership MA

Abigail Alvarez
Bryson Tedder Armstrong
Gergana Atanasova Atanasova
Travis Jermaine Bee
Joshua Lane Bivins
Taylor Marie Brown
Jason Colon
Kacie Sarina DeMartín
Karina Mercedes Drummond
Christopher Scott Furr
Katherine Elizabeth Gallagher
Kristin Marie Gallagher
Jacqueline Rileigh Gherlone
Rana W. Halabi
Olivia Coke Hilaire
Strange V. Johnson
Kathryn Marie Kellogg
Amy Marie Nickell
Thomas Michael Pastor, Jr.
Kathryn Justine Smith
Taylor R. Troxell
Krystal Velazquez
Jnaya Shantae Walker
Amber Marie Wilkes
Jonathan Yance

Educational Leadership MA-Higher Education-College Teaching and Leadership

Nada Kaawach
Amanda Paul
Faith Laurel Siwek

Educational Technology-Instructional Design and Technology MA

Alexandria Leese Golden
Kathryn Claudette Page
Kim Sequinot
Jamie Marie Woods

E-Learning-instructional Design and Technology MA

Bonnie Elizabeth Braddock
Ashley Marie Cabrera
Kristin Aileen Culbreth
Blondia Ophelia Witter

Exceptional Student Education K-12 MA

Keenan Rey Lebron
Jennifer Azucena Monar

Instructional Systems-Instructional Design and Technology MA

Carrie D. Adams
Luzeana Evette Alfonzo-Reyes
Robin Nicole Brown
Sara C. Gossman
Gavin Ramon Harvey
Adam Duane Heavner
Erica Lynn Kinder
Kimberly Dawn Newman
Suhiel Maria Rojas
Amber Cecelia Rympalski
Melissa Spence
Angela Dawn Tessier

Master of Arts in Teaching

Teacher Education MAT-Art Education
Bryce Trevayne Davis

Teacher Education MAT-English Language Arts Education ESOL
Jackson Thomas Levine
Frances M. Zapata Torres

Teacher Education MAT-Science Education-Chemistry
Dominique Devereaux Louissaint

Teacher Education MAT-Social Science Education
Zachary Michael Beaverson
Joshua Lloyd Olson

Master of Education

Curriculum and Instruction MEd-Curriculum Leadership
Ana Isabel Morillo

Educational Leadership MEd
Madelynn Raine Bunker
Priscilla De Armas
Moraima Espinosa
Jasmine Me shell Houston
Daja Donae McFadden
Corey Sean McGuire
Kimberly Amber Mercilus
James David Richardson
Victoria Robinson
Nikhil Danyae Slaughter
Stacy J. Tait
Tonya Lea Unwin
Vincent Vecchio
Amy L. Whetstone

Elementary Education MEd
Heather Elizabeth Allen
Alyssa Ann Davis
Kimberly Ann Nielson
Alexandra Chantal Parvaz
Elaine Elizabeth Schray
Kara Lynn Shenesky
Olga Nelly Vargas
College of Community Innovation and Education

Exceptional Student Education ME
Gloribel Acevedo Acevedo
Stephanie Douglass Byrd
Laura Rose Fogarty
Brittany Ann Mills
Jazzminda Airianne Lindsey
Pinkney
Tiffany Marie Roth
Caroline Rose Sanchez
Marisa Ann Schifferns

Reading Education ME
Joana Becerra
Michelle L. Donovan
Dominique Denay Little
Alissa Michelle Rivera

Secondary Education ME
- English Language Arts Education
Kyle Johnson Parker
Sydney Morgan Smith
Alyssa Elizabeth Treibits

Master of Emergency and Crisis Management ME
Arthur C. Bergen III
John W. Loso
Jill Nicole Rainford
Jenny Rudewicz

Master of Health Administration ME
Mia Leanne Alia Ackerman
Sabina Ahmad
Hezar Hameed Ajmal
Elena Alyssa Ali
Alexandra Augustin
Robert Matthew Braun
Victoria Zoila Buezo
Kevin Scott Burkevich
Ryan Anthony Burnett
Lauren Marie Canada
Andrea Castillo
Navita Crystal Chand
David Patrick Chimeno
Mohamad Dahhan
Annia A. Degourville
Scott Thomas DePergola
Ankeet Dixit
Stacey Nicole England
Chloe Elise Farlow
Niklas Alan Ralf Faust
Sean Jefferie Fisher
Hannah Michelle Foster
Cynthia Gomez
Franchesca Gomez Flores
Kourtney Hardwick
Nicole Hart
Ariella P. Harvey
Ashley Ivana Himmelberger
Sam Homayouni
Farris Hussein
Luis Andres Ignacio
Jamil Mohamed Itani
Lindsey Marie Jackson
Jasmine Diane Marie Johnson
Morgan Heath Kennedy-Lamphier
Mark William Kingsley
Jennifer Kirkland
Christine Raveena Kumar
Ellinor Maria Lagerberg
Jennifer Le
Matthew Li
Whitney Lisseth Logan
Claudia Lopez Alfonso
Regine Beatrice Lordeus
Connor Bennett Marrich
Sara Rachel Massey
Quincy Jamal Mather
Rachel Ann Matthews
Tara L. McBride
Peyton Grace McFarlane
Jared Metz
Sean Patrick Kane Moroze
Patricia Ann Moskalik-Beckett
Andrew J. Musgrove
Tina Chi Nguyen
Maria Stella Niemi
Andrew Joseph Norton
Beatrice O’Berry
Amy Fletcher Objartel
Sabrina Okimura
Neftali Andres Padilla Rosado
Riley Morgan Podurgiel
John Rafferty
Natasha Shivanna Ramkissoon
Kieran Ramnarain
Shayda A. Riahi
Shannon Kengi Rice
Stacy-Ann K. Ricketts

Gabriela Christine Rivera
Laydrian Charmaine Robinson
Pedro Antonio Sanchez
Alexis Marie Scavo
Caillen S. Schlosser
Kishan Shah
René Shahdadpuri
Haley Morgan Sims
Dana Michelle Smolder
Elisabeth June Talley
Jennifer Thompson
Melanie Renee Tivis
Giuliana Gabriela Ulloa
Megan Vo
Aislynn Hannah Weichman
Katy Darlene Wendel
Gisela Bernal West
J’nia Dashia Weste
Dianja Delisha Williams
Selena Lauren Wright
Natalia Michelle Yordan

Master of Nonprofit Management ME
Danielle Taylor Calhoun
Timothy Steven Dawson
Christopher Robert Holland
Taylor Ann Laymon
Tara De'Shay Lopez
Kimberly J. Seligman

Master of Public Administration ME
Deborah Bowie
Rachel A. Childress
Brittney Coulanges
Christopher Charles Dymond
Mya Deonne Hepburn
Christopher Robert Holland
Shannon Lynn Hudson
Deborah Shzn失效
Taylor Ann Laymon
Tara De'Shay Lopez
Hannah Luse
Giovanni Marra
Madison Rene Palmer
Dalton J. Poff
Kevin Ramos
Jacob Nathaniel Russell
Parys Alexis Thomas
Kathryn Elizabeth Welton
College of Community Innovation and Education

**Master of Public Policy**

Public Policy MPP
Maeve Kelly Cosgrove
Jordan Daniel Dewitt
Braden Glenn Forbes

**Master of Science**

Criminal Justice MS
Cristian Acosta Ortiz
Nicholle Bates
Kaylee Durbejai
Kanessia Q. Emory
Alexandra Mae Gleason
Javonte O’Brien Hackney
Myia Deonne Hepburn
Shannon Lynn Hudson
Rodney James Hyre
Jessica Leigh Isaak
Frank Samuel Linton
Neila A. Luma
Madison Rene Palmer
Dalton J. Pfoff
Robert M. Rivera
Jennifer Lauren Simu
Kaitlyn Marie Elizabeth Taylor
Parys Alexys Thomas
Andrew Bradley Ward
Carley Danielle Webb
Deysha Ariel West

Early Childhood Development and Education MS
Hebatallah Magdy Ismaile
Mohamed
Prudence Christine Phillips

Health Care Informatics-PSM MS
Sorangel C. Arduiz
Nesreen F. Hanieh
Rick Martin Hessler, Jr.
Yesenia Nunez
Karyann Ottley

Urban and Regional Planning MS
Cody Johnson
## College of Engineering and Computer Science

### Master of Science

**Civil Engineering MS-Smart Cities**
- Md Rakibul Islam
- Md Istiak Jahan
- Dewan Ashraful Parvez
- Jinyu Pei

**Civil Engineering MS-Structures and Geotech Engineering**
- Hector Saul Blanco Gavillan
- Luis Jose Hernandez

**Computer Science MS**
- Kaarthik Annamalai Alagappan
- Rahul Ambati
- Vikram Rajeev Reddy Kadire
- Nitheesh Reddy Kalluri
- Kohei Koja
- Sai Sowmya Kovur
- Samuel Clay Lewis
- George Lu
- Teja Sree Nadar
- Sunil Kumar Patro
- Parker Thomas Scott
- Sharvil Vipul Shah
- Rakesh Kumar Surapani
- Kyle Andrew Thomas
- Kusma Thummagunta
- Guanyu Tian
- Tirth Riteshkumar Vaghasia

**Data Analytics MS**
- Rosini Balasubramaniyam
- Renukadevi
- Kevin Christopher Caulfield
- Maya Symone Davis
- Beatriz Cotias Fredrick
- Bradley Jacob Freed
- Krishna Prabha Manickam
- Shriram Sreedhar
- Devisri Srinivasan

**Digital Forensics MS**
- Dara Cathell
- Michael Thomas Cooksey
- Luis Miguel Duran
- Tariq Khan
- Allison Latavia Knight
- Paul Edward Knight
- Victoria Quan Lee
- Ashley Pearson
- Nicole Tabor
- Sherry Ann Torres

**Engineering Management MS**
- Elias Jones-Menard
- Michael Patrick Pierce

**Engineering Management MS-Professional Project and Systems Engineering-PPSE**
- Timothy Ashley
- Gabriel Catalin Avram
- Raed G. Azzam
- David William Denyer
- Christopher Duncan Ferrell
- Rene Formoso II
- Terry Duane Irving
- Joshua Maxwell Jacobs
- Stephen Paul Lander
- Rebecca Lenz
- Andrew L. Levy
- Juammy Nathaniel Lora
- Christopher Luis Lugo Santana
- Jeffrey Allen Mayer
- Jean Carlos Merced Gordillo
- Alexander Cole Mollegarden
- Diana Mercedes Pineda
- Daniel G. Robinson
- Tracey Anne Ruel
- Michael Salva

**Environmental Engineering MS**
- Alina Olivia Ripp

**Industrial Engineering MS**
- Taylor Jaye Pyzynski

**Industrial Engineering MS-Healthcare Systems Engineering**
- Joshua Rosales Beltran
- Kevin Huu Do
- Melissa Renee Edison
- Stacy Melissa Murray
- David Alfredo Sepulveda
- Sophia A. Shepard

**Modeling and Simulation MS**
- Joshua DeSantiago

### Master of Science in Aerospace Engineering

**Aerospace Engineering MSAE**
- Luis Eduardo Amaya
- Mitchell Joseph Fischbach
- Bethany Kelly
- Sylvain Le Henaff
- Ryan Joseph Lofton
- David Elliott Malyszek
- Nelson Jose Padilla
- John Paul Patten
- Christopher Daniel Rehberg
- Steven Andrew Schroeder

### Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

**Electrical Engineering MSEE**
- Justin Ryan Phelps
- Michael Andrew Sedlack
- Niteesh Bharadwaj Vangipurapu

### Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

**Environmental Engineering MSEnVe**
- Stephanie Nichole Stoll

### Master of Science in Industrial Engineering

**Industrial Engineering MSIE**
- Nathan John Brach

### Master of Science in Materials Science and Engineering

**Materials Science and Engineering MSMSE**
- Brandt Baker Cameron
- Erica Jordan Drobner
- Matthew James Havel
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering MSME

Kevin Burgos Susana
James A. Cardaman
Jose Julian Chalarca Castro
Leland Miles Hildreth II
Adnan Islam
Richard Andrew Perman

Master of Science in Systems Engineering

Systems Engineering MSSE

Chirag Vijay Merchant
College of Graduate Studies

*Master of Arts*

*Interdisciplinary Studies MA*

Alyssa Barrack
Aarron Mychael Booker
Rainer De Jesus
Rania Jaghlit

*Master of Science*

*Interdisciplinary Studies MS*

Derek Lesean Gainous
Rebecca Rae Ripley

*Nanotechnology MS*

Pavlo Kravchuk
Allison Nicole Lloyd
Guntis Janis Rutins
Jaynlynn Sosa
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Master of Arts
Communication Sciences and Disorders MA
Noelle Sundrene Adderton
Alexis Victoria Alfonso
Britney Anne Brothen
Ashley Elizabeth Cahalane
Victoria Ann Cook
Katherine Rose Ezell
Jessica Evelyn Gallagher
Karina Luannie Garcia
Theresa C. Giralt
Katherine Elizabeth Goodwin
Tamika Lynn Green
Hannah Abigail Griffin
Alexis A. Grosso
Ellen Kristina Johansson
Moriah R. Jones
Janine Elise LaGarene
Abigail Noel Lasnetski
Chelsea Renee Letrent
Abigail Faye Moshiri
Valerie Nagri
Emma Leona Pratt
Amy Patricia Quattrocorchi
Rayna Lynn Roth
MacKenzie Elaine Seal
Ashley Kaye Siner
Cecilia Jane Smith
Hallie Elen Srein
Stephanie Cecilia Vazquez
Caraballo
Rocio Velasquez
Courtney Taylor Whitaker

Master of Science
Kinesiology MS
Amy Marie Bergquist
Eldrick Malik Clapp
Meghan Elizabeth Gilley
Taysha Marie Gonzalez
Reggy Joseph
Masseny Lamine Kaba
Taylor Noel Lee-Wambolt
Cameron Delnero Nicholas
Kevin Rocha
Courtajia Quintiese Sanders
Jeffrey Dioni Vargas
Aaron Michael-James Wizenberg
Anthony Curtis Yetto

Master of Social Work
Social Work MSW
Caitlin Beth Agneta
Michele Anslow
Chelsea Marie Blackwood
Kathryn Rose Brown
Katherine Cabrera
Caroline Renee Celich
Temekia Patrice Cheely
Aynzib Chowdhury
Stephanie April Cisneros
Megan Elizabeth Davidson
Kristina Alison Davis
Ruth Katherine De Jesus Pena
Emily Jocelyn Diaz
Lisa Duran
Ashley Nicole Famularo
Mariah Fernanda Fermin
Nicole Suzanne Fitzpatrick
Omega A. Fleary-Robinson
Shelby Beatrice Mooney Gaudette
Veronica Graveline
Yasmin Gabrielle Hill-Sukie
Raven Cheyenne Keele
Jena Khalil
Kelsey Kirschner
Dani Michele Lieberman
Paola Luna
Daniela Marie Maldonado
Paige Nicole Marinelli
Daina McLeod-Hypolite
Catherine F. Mikolajczak
Courtney Moore
Nicole Nunzio
Pamela Lee Ojeda
Maria Eduarda Oliveira
Cristy Dianne Owen
Dawn Pasciuto
Richard Chadwick Paul III
David Lowell Pendry
Michelle Kathryn Reinhard
Melody Marie Ross
Shonda N. Salisbury
Cassie May Shultz
Alexis Marissa Smith
Rachel E. Stachler
Swathy Sundaram
Brittany Jeanne Tamason
Maria Trawick
Savannah L. Van Decker
Melody Wallace
Amanda Rochelle Weatherman
Kayla Nicole Wilson
College of Medicine

Master of Science

Biomedical Sciences MS

Destiny Marie Carroll
Kai Morgan Janicki
Christopher Monteagudo
Jamia K. Sapp
Elizabeth Bianca Vega
Emeline Grace Ward
Chloe Kristi Watkins
Shamilia Vanessa Yunes

Biotechnology MS

Fareesa Aftab
Giuliana Gan Giannelli
Omonzeije Imaralu
Duyen Ngoc An Nguyen
Ayushi Srivastava
Julia Christine Webb
College of Nursing

Master of Science in Nursing

Nursing MS-Health Care Simulation
Sandra Lee Montague
Laura Ann Verdeflor Reyes
Lillian Esime Tettey

Nursing MS-Leadership and Management
Jason Gevanlal Bhagan
Crystal Summers Golightly
Lori Griffin
Sara Nicole Miller
Canh Thanh Ton

Nursing MS-Nurse Educator
Bridget Saur
College of Optics and Photonics

*Master of Science*

**Optics and Photonics MS**

Rohinraj Aravindakshan  
Andrew Michael Caputo  
Shubham Atul Dawda  
Caleb Joseph Dobias  
Layton A. Hall  
Kyle Patrick Kelly  
Shree Ram Thapa  
Qian Yang
College of Sciences

Master of Arts

Anthropology MA
Hannah Renee Haynes
Rachel A. Lotze
Kelly C. McGehee
Abigail Christine Shepherd
Carrie A. Tucker

Applied Sociology MA
Evansha Andre
Richard Gregory Colón
Alexis Olivia Kelly
Emely Johanna Matos
Julio Richard Montanez

Clinical Psychology MA
Klejdis Bilali
Faith Michelle Burns
Sousana Shohdy Thabit Ekladious
Sarah Gomaa
Zev Chaim Krausman
Leila Khaled Mahmoud
Jennifer Lynn Patterson
Cesare Perlini
Casey T. Richards
Melodie Ann Rivera Soto
Jaylin V. Rodriguez
Alexandra Michelle Ruetz
Jacqueline Colleen Schaffer
Myesha Afiya Senior
Sophia Kaylan Wright
Ayesha Na’imah Youngblood

Digital Media MA
Andrew J. Futcher

Human Factors Cognitive Psychology MA
Alejandro A. Arca

Political Science MA
Grayson Newman Bakich
Nicole Brok
Marin Elena Deevers
Daisy Orihuela
Sean Thomas Skillings
William Sebastian Tallent

Master of Science

Biology MS
Abigail Sweeney Johnson

Chemistry MS
Jacob Thomas Bryant
David Chase Fairchild

Clinical Psychology MS
Emily K. Burr
Samantha Klaver
Tatiana Danielle Magri

Forensic Science MS
Olivia Fraguio Feild

Industrial and Organizational Psychology MS
Lindsey Rae Hemingway
Alexander Hart Lewis
Haroon Pervez

Mathematical Science MS
Huntir Alexis Bass
Teresa Marie Bosch
Oluwaseun Peter Farotimi
Russell Marc Gentile
Alkin Godwin Huggins
Wisdom Ifeanyi Ogala

Physics MS
Sohila Mahmoud Saad Abdelhafiz
Francis Adoah, Jr.
Didarul Alam
Dave Isaiah Austin
Antonio Martinez Margolies

Physics MS-Planetary Sciences
Ryan Galinkin

Statistics and Data Science MS-Data Science
Yu K. Zhao
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Master of Science

Hospitality and Tourism Management MS

Amanda Marie Ashenfelter
Nicholas Alexander Balkevicius
Jacqueline Cano
Thelma Alejandra Cano
Madison Faith Chapman
Michael Andrew Collier
Ashley Nicole Cook
Cassady Nicole Cook
Michael Luken Dever
Avery Scott Dumont
Maya Wynail Jones
Leamon Joseph Jourdan
Parker John Macak
Patrick McKenzie Magruder
Paige Ally Messerall
Kristina Nicole Mullin
Angelique Stephanie Nelson
Zoe Pappas
Carolyn Frances Parks
Brianna Nicole Pascucci
Malik DeLandus Priest
Fabiola Ramirez
Haley Marie Ripa
Hayden Robert Ross
Naddav Natannel Rubina
Alexandra Seibert
Emily Christine Sievert
Kathleen Silva
Emily Mary Smith
Stephanie Gayle Smith
Caroline Marian Suarez
Nicole Marie Tesmond
Katelyn Wood
Margaret Alexandra Zorrilla
Cortez
Honors and Recognition

Order of Pegasus

Victoria Orindas Corcino  Abigail Elizabeth Reynolds  Ashley Y. Stone

Baccalaureate Degree Honors

Top Honor Graduates

Jason Anderkin  Trevor Manuel  Madeleine Reed
John Angelo Bacal  Jordan McMillan  Amy Smith
Adeline Carson  Alysha Medina  Vanessa Tamayo
Kelsea Coe  Sarah Mieszkowski  Daniela Vulpe
Danielle Duffett  Mia Parladore
Erin Kreisler  Sarah Parot

University Honors – The Burnett Honors College

To graduate with University Honors, the student must complete 12 hours of Honors lower-division coursework, an Honors Symposium, and upper-division Honors course requirements in his or her college or major.

Winton Artz  Raelyn Hoskinson  Abigail Reynolds
Ross Bauman  Henry King  Brooke Roeder
Brice Bennett  Mitchell Lehman  Sarah Schiefelbein
Elier Bermudez  Mikayla Loyd  Stephanie Sommer
Patrick Caughey  Stephen Maldonado  Zachary Taylor
Brandon Cotto  Rylie McBreen  Christina Van Hemmen
Helen Diaz  Jordan McMillan  Daniela Vulpe
Mary Isabelle Guerra  Victor Okonkwo  Aislinn Widmeier
Noah Heikes  Victoria Orindas Corcino

Honors in the Major

Melanie Alfonso  Abigail Bass  Elana Gabriel
Criminal Justice  Political Science  Psychology
Alexandra Alonso  Zachary Bockler  Alisha Garner
Psychology  Criminal Justice  Communication and Conflict
Emma Angell  Kayla Burd  Jovani Gutierrez
Anthropology  Nursing  Mechanical Engineering
Farah Atta  Karina Cabrera
Kinesiology  Psychology
Honors in Research

Sarah Mieczkowski
Health Services Administration

Bradley Williams
Economics

LEAD Scholars

Nichole Anderson
Ashley Arenal
Alexander Bilka
Madelynn Bunker
Faith Burns
Norynne N. Caleja
Taylor Carpenter-Bantel
Juliana Domenech
Tracy Dulcio

Leland Hildreth
Jaquesha Jefferson
Ellen Johansson
Kathryn Kellogg
Henry King
Aaron Kredi
Ashley Mahon
Stephen Maldonado
Sarah Mendoza

Michael Nettina
Olivia Nunziante
Victoria Orindas Corcino
Emma Pratt
Mackenzie Radtke
Samuel Richard

President’s Leadership Council

Faith Burns
Victoria Orindas Corcino
Tatum Cox

Air Force ROTC Commission

Henry Erwin
Cassie Jakubuwnski

Jochebed Kim
Ian Moore

Army ROTC Commission

Stephanie M. Bergmann
Rolando Caro Crespo Shinn
Yu Cheng Angelica C. Gonzales

Yvonne T. Guzman
Paola S. Muniz
Alexis M. Romeyn
Alyssa R. Sanchez

Austin J. Vinson
Kiara N. Vasquez-Buret
Gary E. Washington
Baccalaureate Honors

Baccalaureate Honors are conferred on those students who complete a minimum of 48 semester hours at UCF and attain an overall grade point average that falls in the top 10 percent of all graduating students in the same college over the prior two-year period.

Honors are distinguished as follows:

*** summa cum laude—students in the top 2.5 percent
** magna cum laude—students in the top 5 percent but not in the top 2.5 percent
* cum laude—students in the top 10 percent but not in the top 5 percent

The asterisk (*) appears as indicated above next to the name of each graduate who may qualify for Baccalaureate Honors.

Because records for the final term are incomplete at the time the commencement program is printed and final term grades may affect relative rankings and overall GPA, indication in the program of graduation with Honors is presumptive rather than conclusive.

Baccalaureate Honors list cut points are available at: https://commencement.ucf.edu/file/104/graduating-honors-cut-off.pdf
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Candidates for Bachelor’s Degrees

College of Arts and Humanities

**Bachelor of Arts**

*Art BA-Art History*
Dena Bader
Amanda Mariel Curbelo
Megan Rae Martin

*Art BA-Studio*
Xzavion Joseph Beveney
Kaitlyn Dacia Chastain
Steven Eliecer Garcia
Cameron Taylor Hager
Jose Edison Henao
Taylor Lynn Johnson
Alyssa Marie Miranda
Thomas Philip Scott
Eric Alvin Verdi
* Laura Ashley Wilson
Eileen Jasmine Zelaya

*Art BA-Visual Arts and Emerging Media Management*
Anna Pia Graterol Stefanelli
Geraldine Victoria Hernandez
Seamus Kenneth Jackson
Katy Madison Neil
Sean-Marcelo M. Oliveira

*Art BA-Visual Arts Management*
Tobechukwu M.H. Peters
Chanel Smith

*English BA-Creative Writing*
Irtania Adrien
Jasmine Celeste Aguila
Bryane Alfonso
Crystal Angelica Alvarez
Jonathan Gregory Branch
*Kate Elizabeth Childs
Alexander Jerry Colon
Irene Asuncion Delmonte
Brian John D’Orlando
Karen Sue Foster
Rebecca Gina Gleiberman
Emily Marie Gray
Mackenzie Quinn Gray
Mia Kalani Haroulakis
Morgan Elizabeth Herbert
*** Aysia Lee Holder
Brian Allen Holley, Jr.
Ashley Johnson
Taylor Steven Keller
Betty-Ann Sarah Jane King
Ryan Klepper
Jacqueline Alexandra Krause
Emily Logan
Jessica Bernice Lord
*** Barbara Ann Marquis
Maryreid Elisabeth Martin
Alexandria Raven McClarty
Domenika Nicole Moncayo
Emma Papasidero
*** Adam Jose Rodriguez
Nicholas Joshua Rodriguez
Jordan Alexandra Rose
Aubrey Lane Schmid
Daniela Lily Serrano
Sumayyah Sakina Shareef
Jason Michael Short
Alexandria Nicole St Clair
Sara Miriam Tallon
Allison Brooke Whittington
Tisma Dafima Zelner
Rae Lynn Zemirah

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

English BA-Literature
Janneidy Iveth Blasini Reyes
*** Kelsea Linae Coe
Kayla Marie Crader
Lauren Marie Davis
Sarai Nicole Duque
Helen Rebecca Eckles
Krista A. Hayes
Jessica Marie Jones
Casey Amanda Kelley
Maggie Adele McCulloch
Anneke Miranda McIntosh
Shannon Eileen Mitchell
Nicole Margaret Paljug
Juana Paola Peralta
Hazel Rah Pierce
Sarah Alexis Pierre
Naomi Conetta Rinzivillo
Valeria P. Rivera-Mendez

Clara Isabel Salazar
Amy Louise Scuglia
Jada Brionna Spraggins
*** Vanessa Isabel Tamayo
Haley Raegan Thomas

English BA-Technical Communication
Michaela Leigh Berg
Karman Ann Eckelbarger
Christine Olivia Kuykendall
Stephanie Bianca LaFrance
Nicole Leigh Lindquist
Carlos Felipe Marulanda
Elizabeth Danielle Nesmith
Amber Layne Valois
Linda Lee Vu

French and Francophone Studies BA
Madeleine Bui Venere

History BA
Sebastian Esteban Borge
Eric Brown-Fernandez
Stephen Ryan Cantin
Nathan Samuel Castro
Cecile Marie Chacon-Escorcia
Baron C. Collier
Joel John Conklin
Franklyn Alexander Crimi
Paul Crowley
David J. Eallonardo
Kayla Marie Esso
* Colin John Filipkowski
Paul Michael Franklin
Jared D. Freedline
Margaret Grace Hammond
Matthew Alexander Hemann
Vincent Joseph Indelicato
Brian Thomas Jett
Kenneth Van Johnson
Lucas Mountain Lamoureux
Jean Anthony Lara Rosa
Shawn Michael Laughrey
Sarah Brooke Lugo
* Dylan Scott Maharrey
College of Arts and Humanities

Amélia Montout
Trisha Mae Patterson
Nathan Benjamin Peeler
Jayce Matthew Phillips
* John David Rose
Conner Atkins Ross
Alexis Elizabeth Sutton
Trevor Jameson Walther
Brittany E. Woolley

Humanities and Cultural Studies BA
Maya Lin Nguyen Kearns
Camila Mansour

Latin American Studies BA
Roberto Ibrahim Consuegra
Damaris Fernandez
Yaretzi Perez Rojas

Music BA
Cheryl J. Joseph
Brittany Nicole Naugler

Philosophy BA
Mitchell Harrison Lee
Zachary Steven Lyons
Garrett Mohr Smalley

Religion and Cultural Studies BA
Richard James Hart
Justin D. Ward
Brett Matthew Watson

Spanish BA
Regan Timothy Quick

Theatre Studies BA
Hannah Arielle Beatt
Domenika Nicole Moncayo
Matthew Jeremie Zenon

Writing and Rhetoric BA
Amanda Valentina Miller
Haley Cristina Wright

Bachelor of Design
Architectural BDes
Ana Clara Oliveira De Assis
Vernsen Manuel Soto

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Emerging Media BFA-Experimental Animation
Sofia Marie Piloto
Trishauna Powell

Emerging Media BFA-Graphic Design
* Sabrina Arce
Jonathan Alex Brutus
Simon Darron Fevrier
Lydia Lee Karl
Caitlyn Emily Lombardo
Yaretzi Perez Rojas
* Carolina Ricardo

Studio Art • BFA
Jourdan Ashley Goetz
Aby Lyn Stoeckert

Theatre BFA-Musical Theatre
Andrew James Lofredo

Theatre BFA-Technical Theatre Design
Kendra Nicole Brown
Benjamin Daniel Lowe

Theatre BFA-Theatre Acting
Julien Manuel Aponte
Isaiah Charles Johnson
William Reed Sippel

Bachelor of Music

Music Performance BM
* Lauren Nicole Smedberg

Music Performance BM-Composition
* Brandon Patrick Zaballero

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Bachelor of Science

Economics BS
Bryan Timothy Diaz
Hunter Gareth Edwards
Amy Julissa Mantilla
Matthew Robert Marks
Max Miller
Alexander Gian Scalzo
Bradley Charles Williams

John Clark Rollins
Cynthia Savy
Chelsea Lina Seignon
Daein Seo
Shivam S. Shah
Michael Anthony Sterling, Jr.
Daniel Suarez
John Marco Tine
* Taylor James Vastbinder
Curtis Edward Worth, Jr.
Chad Young

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Accounting BSBA
Angel Francisco Alicea
Dominic Cory Casalinova
Mia Corynn Clark
Dustin Wade Corbin
Frank Michael Cotugno
** Ishan Deva
Matthew Jason Eden
Alexandra Chandler Egan
Lillian Fender
Stephanie Marie Flores
Jason Alexander Gabor
** McKenzie Hunter Goode
Mariana Gramowski
*Aris mendy Guillen
Jessica Latouf
Xinyue Liang
Odalis Lora
Connor Devlin Malone
Robert Patrick Morales
Matthew Lee Nance
Brandon Lee Nemeth
Steven Nguyen
Elani Fabiola Nunez
Danielle Jacqueline O’Connor
Tyler Robert Olesen
Brandon Patrick Pajkuric
Binit Jayesh Parikh
Justin Cameron Parker
Lynnette Michelle Patzke
Alexandra Erika Pedit
Kaitlin Tamara Perez
Elena Pham
* Armani Rodriguez
Julianne Rodriguez

Basel Hamed Mohammed Al-Nabhani
Gianfranco D’Agostini
Michael Kenji Fleming
Daniel Alberto Gonzalez Bonaguro
Vincent A. Iglo
Nicholas Koenig
Michael D. Lam
George Wilding Miller
Sebastian Alexander Montalvo
Laura Ann Persaud
Benjamin Michael Rembaum
Fabian Daniel Richard
Ernest Elzano Robinson, Jr.
Ryan Paul Sandrin, Jr.
Joseph Michael Toth

Business Economics BSBA
Mohammed Sultan Saif Al-Mahrouqi
Dubal Andres Baez
Nikita Bakarjev
Serra Bakrac
Max William Balke
Ali Muayyad Ahmed Salim Baomar
Cameron Drew Beams
Massimiliano Bellagamba
* Tyra Jade Bennett
Lola Berastegui
Nicholas Bermudez
* Karen Bravo
Robert Christopher Burda
Sarah Marques Calek
Daniel Eduardo Canizares
Nicholas Anthony Castelli
John Eugene Cooper
Reda Daoud
Michael Anthony D’Avanzo

Chandler James Davis
Mateo Delgado
Subashanand Dwarkanauth
Daniel Alexander Espinoza
Jose Wilmer Euceda
El Patricio Febres, Jr.
Lillian Fender
Jason Alexander Gabor
Donald Gjonaj
Jessica Noelle Graffy
* Katie Rose Granholm
Henrik Grodaas
Robert Gutierrez
Aimee Fuyu Harris
Samuel Christian Hester
David Allen Hill
Donald Lee Hirst IV
Alejandro Martin Holz
Jacob Stroud Hoyer
Siddi Sheas Hussain
Isabel Mary Jacobsen
* Sarah Anne Johnston
Victoria Nicole Johnston
Nuzat Khan
Wesley Cory Laguerre
Cameron LeGree
Alessandro Pascal Liguori
* Gabriel Llanes
Francesco Lorduy
Michael Steve Malinsky
Ammad Mansoor
*Lazaro Martinez-Cruz
Will Samuel McCrea
Anthony J. Merdiane
Adisak Andrew Moonguaklang
Andrew Hoang Nguyen
Alex Brandon Palau
Samuel Alexander Pereira
Cole Tyler Perez
Andrew G. Putney
Brady Lee Roberts
Santiago Rodriguez
* Milton Emmanuel Sanchez
Thomas James Santangelo
Renzo Javier Santiago
* Leon Solomon Sardes
David Patrick Scanlon
* Joshua Robert Scharnberg
Alexander Schebovitz
Chelsea Lina Seignon
Michael Joseph Serrano Acosta
Paz Sheffi

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Business Administration

Joseph Kenneth Soletti, Jr.
Riley Thomas Southard
* Rechelle Rocha Suggs
Jacob Jackson Tepper
Jacob Christopher Travis
Juan Pablo Velez
Nikki Ngoc Vo
Buzuayu T. Weis
Curtis Edward Worth, Jr.
Allison Leigh Young

General Business BSBA
Dena Bader

Integrated Business BSBA
Felecia Tamesha Abdulla
Nicholas Robert Anthony
Sara Arciola
* Alyssa Azmi Anantama Ardhya
Nicole Arias
Austin Joseph Batten
Georgios Elias Bersu
Melanie Ann Bertucelli
Brady Charles Blocker
Katelin Kay Bobbitt
Tyler David Bonino
Alexander Joseph Brown
Ethan Daniel Bussert
Nicolas Anthony Caramico
Anthony Cardella
Dillan Thomas Cardinale
Thomas Patrick Carroll
Demi Marissa Celenza
Sienna Michael Cirringione
Daniela Clavijo
Grace Colleen Click
Matthew S. Coello
Jacob Aaron Cohen
Anthony Cordero
Matthew Christopher Creamer
Katherine Mercedes Cueto
Samuel Curran
Matthew Robert Darnley
Patrick Burke Davie, Jr.
Monifah Shyann Davis
Javier Jesus Duarte
Diamy Danielle Dunton
Henry Spencer Erwin
Rodney Felix
Angel Luis Feliz
Stephen Ferreira
Priscilla Lynn Fiacco
Savannah Nicole Figler
Evan Bernard Freedman
Rey David Fundora
Rebecca Ann Garib
De’Jah A. Gilbert
Morgan Belle Gomez
Darrelle Akim Grant
Makely Gubiani
Nathaniel Harvey
Jordan Lee Hazen
Jacob Nicholas Herman
Raisa Hitchcock
Warren Winston Hooker
Felipe Esteban Hormazabal
Paul Huynh
Claudia Noelle Joiner
Kamran Raza Kaba
Jennifer Anne Kalley
Katelynd Marie Kasper
Kaylyn Nicole Kearns
Alexander Joseph King
Jonathon Daniel Kroop
Noura Lahnoudi
Tuan Cong Le
Evan Taylor Leal
Christopher Garfield Lewis
Saverio Dominic Loiacono
Natalie Lynn Luong
Nathalia Caroline Machado
Michael Patrick Macneil
Jared Michael Maloney
Huadian Mao
Juan D. Marin
Shemar Roshad McFarlane
Johamia Michaud
Taylor Jordan Mills
Anthony James Moore
Marisa Renee Muhart
Nicole Janet-Louise Mummertz
Mashnun Munir
John-Paul Negron-Gonzalez
Breanne Nightingale
Jeffrey Joseph O’Connor
Ayaka Oda
Elaina Emery Ortiz
Rochelle Celeste Paggeot
Sherina Gladys Parra
Iuri Pastukhov
Maria Karla Pena Abreu
Samuel Gary Penta
Cedric Pereira
Luis Ernersto Perez, Jr.
Amber Lynn Perkerson
Sam Miguel Pinto-Pannella
Dylan Jay Rappaport
Jack Ryan Ratcliff
MiKayla Nicole Richards
Roman Charles Ripo
Kyle M. Rodrigues
Trevor John Roudabush
Mohamed Saad
Ashley Sagar
Ella Rose Santilli
Tiffany Jasmine Sarduy
Lucas A. Schlenz
Ryan Christian Schur
Emily Ann Schwab
Jeffrey A. Schwartz
Gabriella Marie Schwartzberg
Matthew Harris Schweitzer
Chamonix Searles
Keirstin Renee Shelley
Isabel Foye Silva
Jocelyn Savanh Singnoth
Sierra Janae Smith
Zakary James Sousa
Conner Alfred Sykes
Alejandro Tarazona
Kevin Torre Teofilo
Daniel Thomas Theisen
Lydia Gail Thole
Liagh Ann Thompson
Kristina Catherine Trejo
Madison Kaitlyn Trinh
Logan Robert Tronio
Chase Jay Armand Varino
Kevin Velez
* Blaze Zander Wallick
Riley Andrew Waterman
Richard Orlando Watson
Samantha Maria Watts
* Trevor Shiloh Ethan Weinstein
Zackary Ac Wilken
Gavin Jack Wylie
Alexander Dejesus Zagarra, Jr.
Matthew Scott Zuckerman

Management BSBA
Manayer Alawadhi
Samantha Taylor Cintron
Alondra Cruz-Lamboy
Lexis Kearrah Ina Dangerfield
Kevin Anthony Djesus
College of Business Administration

Trey C. Dotson
Samantha Mikaylah Willow
Draycott
Subashanand Dwarkanauth
Drew Adam Elliston
Danielle Sophia Forbes
Hailey Fortson
Keygan Makinzee Fulkerson
Juan Luis Garcia
Peyton Lee Guilhot
Daniel George Hall
David Henderson Hall
Jefferson Tyler Hays
Benjamin Christopher Jaundoo
Justin Robert Keathley
* Venita Kuun
Joel Martinez
James Alexander Mears
* Devon Garrick Meitzner
Santiago Mateo Montesano
Hidalgo
Emma Sandy Monty
Tipton Ryan Mott-Smith
Bhavik Patel
Ohm Patel
Brandon J. Romero
Jonas Benedikt Schmalbach
Alexandra Varveris
Lane Anthony Young

Marketing BSBA

Deema Alawadhi
Kristina Rita Allen
Carla Gabriela Arango
Ashley Nicole Arenal
Zane Edward Argott
Edgar Arroyo
** Viktoria Bilak
Harrison Edward Brierley
Lou Francheza Ysabel M. Buiser
Katie M. Burton
Zachariah Weston Bush
Caysie Leigh Caldwell
Ling Stephanie Castelblanco
Adam Michael Couch
Rachel Gabrielle Diamant
Marc Andre Elie, Jr.
Alexandra Nicole Fonseca, Jr.
Quenton Tanner Fontaine
Juliette Francis
Juan Luis Garcia
Cala Natalia Gonzales
Bella Marie Good
Mazariah N. Green
Megan Riley Guido
** Nya Alexis Hedman
Garrett Drew Hilberling
Lacey Ann Howard
Nathan Robert Hughes
** Madeleine Ann Karaffa
Aaron Kredi
Amanda Guadalupe Lawrence, Jr.
Gabriela Consuelo Marcano
Iresa Jasmin Medina
Lily Nia Mendelson
Brendan Gerard Morrissey
Hoi Xuan Nguyen
Owen Rhys Nichols
Lauren Emily Ogle
Daniel James Oliveros
Zachary Thomas Ott
Tyler Jacob Pals
David Tanner Papy
*** Sarah Michelle Parot
Chirag Patel
Rebecca Joann Patterson
Andrew Arturo Perez
Quinn William Pierce
Maria Fernanda Pinilla
Samantha Alyssia Plessted
Thiago Queiroz
Natalia Adriana Ramirez
Samantha Rich
* Taniangely Rosario
Ivey Marie Rossi
** Milton Emmanuel Sanchez
Rodolfo Sanchez, Jr.
Anna Louisa Sandiego
Xavier Antonio Santiago
* Christina Savko
Alyssa Atalaya Trahe-Valencia
Jacob Christopher Travis
Tanya J. Tremel
William Andrew Ungerer
Sara Valjevac
Vincent Joseph Valvo
* Sierra Nicole Vitale
Jacob Anthony Wallace
Anthony Wanis
Chandler Martin Wareing
Alexis Brooke Willett Pirie
Steven Edgar Williams
Natalie Sophia Yan
Lane Anthony Young
Camila Zenobio

Marketing BSBA-Professional Selling

Wenlan Lu

Real Estate BSBA

Noah Bryce Cohn
Stephanie Marie Flores
Adam Ryan Glantz
Jack Goodkin
Alexander F. Holler
Thomas Francis Hoyla
Stephanie Ann Lafaman
Anais Simone Licea
Derek Robert Lipp
Chetan Rajesh Patel
Victoria Maria Pereiro
Nicole Alexis Shinneman
* Sarah Katherine Nicole Teel

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Bachelor of Arts

Criminal Justice BA
* Zachary Ethan Bockler
  Lisa Ocampo Cerra
  Andrew Marcus Chen
  Anthony J. Cilladi
  Jessica Delgado
  Katryia Marie Denegri
  Annemarie Esan
  Jorge Albert Espinoza-Ramirez
  Jasmin M. Figueroa
  Evan Lee Gadoury
  Rodolphe Alfred Gauthier III
  Alexis Jean Gore
  Shawna Jade Ann Harrison
* Autumn Marie Jimerson
  Carley Elizabeth Kalmus
  * Kristina Brooke Laird
  Chase Christopher Mason
  Amber Michelle Morgan-Truesdell
  Christina H. Nguyen
  Hung Khanh Nguyen
  Felix Ruben Ortiz
  Timothy Parkhurst, Jr.
  Samantha Nicole Rowe
  Troy Joseph Shaffer
  Isabel Antonio Torres
  Danielle Paige Villarreal
  Lauren Nicole Watson

Emergency Management BA
Thomas Pezzotti
Mariluz Autumn Valenzuela

Legal Studies BA
Angela Isabel Cotto
Erika Lizz Davila Santana
Katly Kathleen Hubbard
Anna Lucielle Jordan
* Akram A. Laroussi
  Alexa Rae Libert
  Gabriela Lopez Espindola
  Andrew Timothy Pacini
*** Sergei Pozdeev
  Yaritza I. Reyes
  Estefania Rodriguez
  Alexander X. Smith
  Brianna Dyshel Walton

Nonprofit Management BA
Gabrielle Mejia
Taylor Pate
Emily Elizabeth Worthington

Public Administration BA
John Sebastian Caicedo
Emmett James Davy
Bryan Timothy Diaz

Bachelor of Science

Career and Technical Education BS
Traci Lynlee West

Criminal Justice BS
Mark Timothy Adams II
Melanie Alfonso
Nia Jessica Ashley
Destyni A. Barnes
Sierra Renee Carney
Gabriel Jose Castillo
Samantha Nicole Cifuentes
Savannah Rose Colon
Jessica T. Davis
Makayla Davis
Guilherme Antonio De Medeiros
Donii Desliens
Laura Diaz
Esteban Diaz Velasco
Jaymee Lynn Dublin
Charles Darren Eigrash
Nathan John Fertil
Raynard Ricky Gautam
Alyssa Miette Giunta
Thalia Gonzalez
Jordan Thomas Groesbeck
Justine Emily Gross
Eric James Hemm
Scott B. Herbert
Kelsey Marie Holbert
Joseph Lundre Johnson
Tiffany Lanelle Johnson
Rasheed Joseph
** Emily Lynn Justice
Brooke Lois Kahan
Aundre Ricardo Kearney
Alyssa Breanna Kemmerer
* Surina Alyssa Khargie

Cory Anthony Krantz
* Michael Philip Lavin
  Mallory Jessica Lee
  Colton Chance Lewis
** Courteney Elizabeth Lewis
  Lucas Scott Logan
  David Alexis Lopez
  Daphy Jean Louis
  J’Shon Deon Lovett
  Kyrstin Danielle Lueck
  Paige Macomber
  Bryana Priya Mahadeo
  Ryan Patrick Main
  Andrew Joe Martinez
  Melanie Marie Martinez-Colon
  Matthew Brian McCrary
  Sheyla L. Mendoza
  Chevelle Dae'Quan Merritts
  Jessica M. Michael
  Victoria Nicole Misner
  Shannel Kate Morales
  Roger Steven Newman
  Alexander Paul Nigh
  Daniel Oliver
  Janice Pamela Peterson
  India Marie Phion
  Alexandria Anna Justine Pitt
  Keatan Anand Ramnarain
  Roxanne Marie Renaldo
  Harry Rentas
* Isaac Foster Richardson
  Alaina Marie Rivera
  Ernesto Luis Rivera
  Joshua Daniel Rodriguez
  Samantha Ashley Rodriguez
  Jacqueena Ruffin
  Harley Russum
  Maria Salazar
  Azizah Zabeda Salim
  Alyssa Renee Sanchez
  Grace Suzanne Schmutz
  Nikolai Jakob Schramm
  Carrie Lynn Sedlacek
  Megan Elizabeth Shaffer
  Ali Kathryn Shoup
  Makenna Lee Sink
  Autumn Hailey Smith
  Winroy Smith Smith
  Amparo Marie Sosa
  Elisha Spain
  Anano Svanidze
  Marcia Tanisha Terry

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

Brianna Suzanne Testa
* Steven Brian Tinoco
Anaja Keara Tobler
* Isabella Van Tolkov
Migdalia Tomas
Nayeli Nicole Torres Torres
** Brenda Maria Trujillo
Colbert Duwanage Turner, Jr.
Cecilia Valdez
Talen Ashley Vandewark
 Brianna Andrea Varela
Maria Luiza Vidal Barroso Elvis Váz
Austin James Vinson
** Robert James Ware
Alexa Marie Welter
Zachary David Wheeler
Francheska Elizabeth Whittington
Dominique Ariel Wilson
Casey Angel Wojcik
Taylor Elizabeth Wolf
Naomi Shandre Womack
Jennifer Lynne Zangari
Daniel Sebastian Zemon

Early Childhood Development and Education BS
* Shakyla Anastasia Casey
Jaquanda Denee Davis
Stephany Fritz
Michelle Ann Gelfert
Allison Lynne Gibbins
Emily Nicole Gingrich
Laura Noemy Gonzalez
** Sophia Lee
Adriana Alexa Lopez-Pelliccia
Jeanine E. Meade
Shelby Layne Rafkin
Pascale Severe

Elementary Education BS
Samuel Robert Brenners
Kayla Nichole Burton
** Anna K. Chang
Shelby Jane Copeland
Abigail Renee Dohmlo
Nicole Taylor Fendorak
Brooke Elizabeth Gamble
Robyn Kristine Godden
Frances Gomez
Alyssa Taylor Gregory
Sendy Starlette Guillaume

Anna Caroline Hackel
Bethany Lynzi-Rachelle Harris
Kayce Marie Hoebel
Benjamin Gabriel Horsley
Melissa Hughes
Macenzie Morgan Jones
Amanda Rene Lentz
Naomy Mercado
Iris Mercedes
Victoria Noelle Molloj
Joyce Marie Montanez
Gabrielle Rae Mrowczynski
Stephany Marie Nunez
Janaisha Gabriella Ortiz
Mackenzie Lynn Ortiz
Melody Namir Pagan
Alaina Faye Palmer
Guido Alexander Parente
Samantha Rose Pearsall
Meredith Chelsea Philbeck
Chantelle Nicole Reese
Nelly Ann Rivera-Pratts
Lauren Eliese Robertson
Nicole Maria Rossi
Marialy R. Rua
Megan K. Smith
Cynthia Nicole Stagg
Andrea Nicole Stinson
Sebastian Tarazona
Karissa L. Tattoli
Ashlee Marie Trenholm
Kirsten Nicole Tyler

Emergency Management BS
Dean-Peter M. Claassen
Aiden Gilbert Herrera
Ethan Thomas Maddox McNichols
* Julian Dean Meyers
* Tatiana Amari Zarsadias

Exceptional Student Education BS
August Tillman Aydt
Amarily Gonzalez Montalvo
Leah Elizabeth Putegnat
Natalie Marie Rivera Hernandez
Gabriela Sofia Venerio

Health Informatics and Information Management BS
Quinn Michael Beltramo
Melanie Ann Blair
Crystal Nadia Bryan
Elexis Lynn Chesson
Penelope Lane Comer
Damaris Elia Diaz
Brianna Faith Harris
Jenna Suzanne Hughes
Angela Faith Jourdan
Nadine Tawfiq Khawaja
Ianaira Lambert
* Skye LeGare
* Meghan Diane Leonard
Joneh Leisha Lespeare
Christen Mariah Marsh
Trinity A. McKown
Chikaodili Janice Nwokocha
Elaine A. Porter
Marta Sarai Rivera Baez
Jobelle Ann Inciong Sison
Brianne Odell Wallace

Health Services Administration BS
Tahaarat Jabeen Ahmed
Nour Al Debek
Medardley Mia Alezy
Valery Augustin
Saadullah Awan
Tristin LeShay BALINO
* Janelly Isabel Bazil
Kimber Renea Berry
Callie Augusta Bettos
Lisa Marie Bordis
Genevieve Raphaella Bredy
Brage Kayman Brown
Sofia Cabral
Brunia W. Cajuste
Sara Samantha Nancynaude
Clestin
Sandina Celoy
Sue-Ellen Amy Cheedle
Lauren Ashley Cowart
Meghan Nicole Dearing
Erin Ashley Dorn
Skyler Davin Federico
** Renae Autumn Ford
Esther Francis
Joshua Terry Fuller
Gabrielle Marie Garcia

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

TaLeah Alexandria Glover-Wilson
Samantha Cecilia Gonzalez
Natalia Liliana Illuzzi
Vanessa Cynthia Johnson
Zenee Johnson
Chasity Anaya Jules
Arnucawn Davin Kanya
Taylor Paige Kass
Michelle Lespinasse
Alexander James Lima
Kayla Maier
Nately Kimble Majewski
Kolin James Marsh
Paola Daniela Martinez Cordero
Geraldynad Nadine Mathieu
*** Sarah Elisabeth Mieczkowski
Ashleigh M. Miller
*Mariam Ameena Mohamed
Alma Monique Molina
Lyam Paulina Montanez-Rodriguez
Jermaine Vidal Morris
Alex Steven Olson
Eliana Mari Perez
Melana M. Pottinger
Lisa Rene Ray
Jonathan Reichfield
Satia S. Rhames
Shadday Marie Rodriguez
Angeles Rojas
Alyia Zarah Safeek
Stephanie Vanessa Sampson
Melissa Luciana Segura
Leila Sheng
Gisela Rita Silvestre
Autumn Kelly Smith
Tatiana Smith
Katherine Anne Stevenson
Tempest Raven Thomas
Benjamin James Thorstenson
Kristen Ashley Torres
Sean Tran
Emana Bagon Uddin
Qui Cong Van
Lisa Hoa Vo
Wideline Volcy
Bianca Ashley Walker
** Allison Grace Whalen
Brandon Je’Von Wildgoose

Legal Studies BS
Autumn Danielle Baillargeon
Brooklyn Amari-Beatrice Blanford
Calixtus C. Browne
Kevin Ryan Butler
Norynne N. Calaja
Demetria Gabriela Garza Cisneros
Ashley Clark
Michelle Lynette Cote
Jacob Thomas Courtney
Corrina Lenae Des Jardin
Donl Deslions
Hristo Dinov
Victorienne Durandis
Sheryl Felipe
Alexis Sierra Ferro
Hayley Elizabeth Gaines
Taylor Shea Grillon
Fre’déa Towyae Hayes
Shannen Sharel Holback
Sarah Elizabeth Horne
Helwah Dulia Kadur
Eric Anthony Laveria
*** Mackenzie Joy Letzring
Monique Nicole Lockwood
Destiny Angel Makepeace
Destiny Patricia Marshall
Amber Kiara Newsome
Christopher Michael Newsome
Holly Patricia Nichols
Kendrick Joel Ortiz
Allyson Cieara Padgett
Suany Pages Soca
Lesley Randall
Brandi LeeAnn Richardson
Mariam Andreina Rodriguez
Jordan Xavier Rogers
Lynette Christine Sagardia
Cassandra Maria Sanabria
Brilyn Nicole Charity Sell
Alexa Siskos
Abbie Neola Steele
Stephen Robert Steinkaurs
Carmen L. Stevens-Edgecombe
Glenn Ronald Telcy
Laken Justine Verst
Sarah Zainab Yassin

Nonprofit Management BS
Amy Elizabeth Kerley
Maria Cristina Piiris

Public Administration BS
Kathy A. Bozeman
Michna Gustin
Daniel Jonathan Heitling
Zoe Johnson
Ethan Thomas Maddox McNichols
Cuaidman Donaldson Woody

Secondary Education BS
Brooke Ann Haid
Lexirelis Sofia Ramos Gonzalez

Secondary Education BS-
English Language Arts
Education
Adriana Angelica Cubides Arias
Jacob Carl Frady
Jadanith Ramirez
Jairo Ernesto Santos
Kayla Marie Tepper

Secondary Education BS-
Mathematics Education
Sophia Elizabeth Crissy
Juwan Mikel Harris
Alexa Jean Ward

Secondary Education BS-
Science Education-Chemistry
Vincent Chan

Secondary Education BS-Social
Science Education
Tabitha LeeRuth Caldwell
Jonathan Floyd Fonda II
Joseph Philip Franceschino III
Ireland Nicole Goes
Emily Margaret Grimsley
Elizabeth Andrea James
Colton Christopher Wedge

Teacher Education BS-Art
Education
Andrea Natalya Price

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Community Innovation and Education

**Teacher Education BS-Physical Education**
Fernando Anthony Roman, Jr.

**Teacher Education BS-World Languages Education**
* Madeleine Bui Venere

**Technical Education and Industry Training BS**
Tarissa Ladonna Bedward
Stephanie Nicole Gomez
Dane Edward Lux
Nicole Jean McCarroll

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Bachelor of Science

Computer Science BS
Aidan D. Agee
Musaaab Mohammed Azan Al Jahdhami
Zachary Dylan Anderson
Carl Woody Antoine
Winton D. Artz
Kyle Bejel
Ethan Hunter Berry
** Sara Maria Betancourt
Michael Joel Brown
Connor Cabrera
Myles Ricardo Caesar
Russell Lauriston Campbell
Ronald Jesus Campos
Preston Alexander Checkan
Gustavo Alfonso Cornejo Viloria
* Pouya Daneshmand
Fabricio De Siqueira Battaglia
Christopher Martin Delarosa
Jake E. Diclemente
Zayne Edward Dyal
Sami Said Eskirjeh
* Mauricio Figueiredo Mattos Costa
Carlos Alejandro Fuentes
Pratik Gajjar
Kyle Peter Gebhardt
Deron Andre Gentles
*** Jesse Grant Gingold
* Timothy Vincent Golio
Michael Anthony Harris, Jr.
Jessica Simone Hawkins
Noah Heikes
Kenny Hoang
Steve Justin Jacques
** Andres Manuel Jardon
Charles Ennis Karlson
Sean Arthur Kemp
Derrick Keough
Tristan Joseph Kline
Noah Benjamin Law
Mitchell Ward Lehman
Tadeas Lobresi
Zachary Robert Mace
John Makar
Stephen Victor Maldonado
Ayiana Lafaye Mallory
Charles Burke McCampbell-Hill
*** Jordan Alexander McMillan

Michael Larson Negre
Bobby Pappas
Jacques Joseph Parizeau
Damian Portela
Dorri Jubaibda Raquib
Taylor Swain Richards
Lucas Anthony Rossell
* Stephanie Taylor Schweiger
Michael Sediack
Joseph J. Terrible
Juan Daniel Torres, Jr.
*** Nicholas B. Tran
Julia Michele Vann
Tanner Joseph Williams
Will Barrett Wright
Alfred Yoo

Information Technology BS
Ori Bibas
Trevor Richard Bledsoe
Jeremy Eli Bouhadana
Drew Davis Butler
Faraj Adnan Chaaban
Malik Chechchaouni
Omar Cisse
Nely C. Coleman
Trey J. Crispin
Matthew Arnold Cunningham
Cedric Ivan Deas
Christian Lorenzo Delgado
Matthew Joseph Gagne
Carlos Francisco Garcia
William Dale Herrin
Chad William Hill
Jerome Remoye Honeyghan
Leonardo Hurtado, Jr.
Jocelyn Dorothy Jonnatti
Kyle Scottie Keller
Luke Aaron Lenci
Wayne Akeem Lewis
Jia Liang Liu
Austin Taylor McLaughlin
Julian David Monroy
Artem Moskalev
Brian Tuong Cat Nguyen
Nathaniel Hoai-Bao Nguyen
* Ngiirimana Stephanie De Vasanth Nyiramurehe
Liam Garrett O’Brien
Kenrick O’Connor
Justin Parsons
Robert Stanley Potocki
Kennedie Simone Reese
Richard Hersh Solomon
Brett Louis Speiser
Minh Tuan Vo Tran
Jasmine Valenzuela
Marcus Victoria
Tyler Andrew Westcoat
Joshua Arthur Westcoat
Brandon Zozaya

Bachelor of Science in Aerospace Engineering

Aerospace Engineering BSASaE
Henry Alexander King
Felix Junior Morales Borges
Saul Nunez
James R. Yurillo

Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering BSCE
* Nichole Marie Anderson
Ryan Michael Anderson
Sebastien Atis
Samuel Joseph Baumley
* Brice Aquino Bennett
Madison J. Bittner
Gage Richard Bruno
Nicolas Carvajal
Michael Rendon Craven
Jose Cruz
Aroldo De Andrade
Henry Antiquera De Curci
Jacob Paul De Leon
David Diaz
Julia Ray Fasano
Jesse Edward Finch
Elliot James Fitch
John Paul Abalos Garrido
Tyler Caleb Gentry
Carlee Mae Hemmerlein
Theresa Quang Huynh
Devon Michael Klos
Aleksa Kopanja
Alejandro Jose Mendez-Ruiz
Francis Edward Moschette IV

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Michael Nieto Urena
Ashley Nord
Kathryn A. O’Brien
Freddy Enrique Ocasio Bermúdez
Cristina Isabel Ortéz
Roberto Andres Ravenna
Brenden Michael Roberts
David Samuel Romero
Tony Rafael Sanders
Zachary James Schena
Chloe Ilene Seifer
Charles Marion Simmerson III
Miranda Christine Simoneaux
Jacob Landon Soud
Jermerio Kersey St Louis
Charles Alfred Straubel III
Yangyu Su
Marsha Lluvia Sykes
Artur Ter-Martirosyan
Alvaro Andres Toruno
Owen Noel Villanueva
* Aslinn Widmeier
** Marissa Alexandra Zdunkiewicz

Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Computer Engineering BSCompE

Kiran Kaur Aulakh
Che M. Baptiste
Mason Avery Benell
Elie Bermudez
Devin Christopher Besaw
Julian Paul Boaz
Daniel S. Bohl
Chanxay Anthony Bouheuangviseth
* Austin Scott Brooks
Felipe Villas Boas Caseiro
Johan Gabriel Castillo
Patrick William Caughhey
Brett Lee Chappelear
Hunter Q. Cheung
Emanuel Jose Cortés Lugo
Joel Raphael Cruz
Anthony Louis DeMore
* Helen Amanda Diaz
Ronny Sameh Elsheikh
Freddie F. Fraticelli

Nicholas Gonzalez
Andrew Timothy Griffin
Nicholas Alexander Habryl
Brendon Charles Hales
Andrew Hollands
Jacob Andrew Jardines
Justin Jerard Lewis
Korey Michael Lombardi
Elizabeth Patricia Lovera
Abhijeet Malviya
Vergin Esam Mansour
Rickie Larone Mobley
Aland Nguyen
Fernando Juan Oviedo
Jordan Pena
Scott Kendrick Perryman
Ryan Tri Pham
Peregrino Quansah
Dylan Bryce Reuter
Elijah Isaiah Rodriguez
Mario Luis Rodriguez
* Lucas Ryan Saber
Ivan E. Sanchez
Matthew Andrew Schmit
Cody Brandon Showers
Benjamin Wingate Simms
Stephen Swichkow
Daniel Joshua Sypioe
Jose M. Tapizquent
Michael Joshua Villarante
Wyatt Evan Vining
Matthew Raymond Weinert
Ryan Daniel Wiegman

Bachelor of Science in Construction Engineering

Construction Engineering BSCoE

Adlet Jumashev
Abhijeet Malviya
Ryan Daniel Wiegman

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Electrical Engineering BSEE

Timothy Oluwagbotemi Ajao
Almoataseem Nuaaman Al Mur Alabri
* Mohammad Juma Darwish
Mohammed Alghafri
Omer Ali Khailifa Allouyahi
Kenneth Antuan Ancrum
Migueltangel Aponte
Eric David Baer
Scott Henry Bell
Christopher Bormey
Keng Way Chu
Bryce Michael Dere
Dominic Michael Dicaterino

** Tony Du
*** Camilo Andres Garcia Trujillo
Carolina Andrea Geary
Adriano Cordeiro Gussoni
Marco Antonio Herrera
Thomas Huynh
Kyler Jaxon Kidd
Sascha Olivia Kline
Noah James Madison
Kristen Taylor Marks
Maguire Michael Mulligan
Tony Gene Naylor
Christian Alberto Cruz Paez
Scott Kendrick Perryman
Gershon Prospere
Frederick Junior Quispe
Brooke Alexis Roeder
Jacob Stuart Rottink
* Sarah Ann Schiefelbein
Joshua Sherrill Sherrill
Michael Warren-Joesph Taub
Brian Lee Taylor

Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering

Industrial Engineering BSEI

Omar A. Alas
Jahaziel Garcia Alonso
Alexander David Bilka
Shaun Michael Cochrane
Daniel Alfieri Gasparutti
Brian Christopher Mathison
Anthony David Meola
Keri Nicole Mullens

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Engineering and Computer Science

Daniel David Peterson
Taylor Pitts
Braedan Mitchell Sanders
Diego Alejandro Tovar Lopenza

* JoAnna Cohen
  * Rocco Joseph Fusco
  Alexandra Lobanova
  Karli Frances Mahoney
  Gabrielle Mommers
  Alexis S. Mungal
  Jacklyn A. Murray
  Allison Rivera
  Juan Felipe Rojas
  Jeremy Kiah Siess
  John Gregory Sowden, Jr.

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Mechanical Engineering BSME

Arthur Alexander Applegate
Mark Wayne Belina
* Thomas Hunter Blackburn
Nicholas Cathell
Jordan Reid Clements
Nicholas Alexander Diaz
Mitchell James Diomedes
Alexander Glen Dirshka
Carter James Doyle

*** Tara Ekram Nia
Ashley Estrada
Joshua Montgomery Greene
Shia Gabriela Guilarate
Jovani Joelle Gutierrez
Garrett Davis Hilado
Eric Jeffrey Johnson
Tyler Stephen Lancaster
John Nicholas Mahramus
Raymond Mancebo
Victor Chidubem Okonkwo
Jason Rajendra Patel
Elizabeth Marie Pawlak
Aaron Michael Pomeroy
Sylvestor Alejandro Quezada
Reece Pappas Simon
Grant William Spence
Zachary Peter Taylor
Louis Joseph Yovino

Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Environmental Engineering BSEnvE

Issam Ali Mohammed Al Mamari
Alexa Leigh Bundy
Gabriela Nicole Caron
Jiovani Charres

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Communication Sciences and Disorders BA

Emma Mae Brock
**Lauryn Alexandra D’Amato
Nala Josephine Gato
Haley Irene Greenway
Pamela Gregory
Arriel Jhnnae Jacobs
Madison Katherine Kluegel
Kyra Jane Liebertz
Fabiola Lopez Velez
Angelica Yadira Marquez
Angelica Cristina Natal
Megan Rose Pantanella
Myranda Ramesha Persad
Kai Rainde Rider
Kimberly Sarah Gina Seda
***Hannah Faith Pauline Smith
Alexandra Vazquez

Health Sciences BS

Linsey Nicole Acosta
Mhammed Abdalilah Ahmed
Sasha Dalila Alexander
Nudrat Nawar Ali
Maryjoan Al-Jarrah
Desiree Anaya
* Gabriella Lynn Annunziata
Fabiana Maria Anzola
Isabella Aponte
Anahi Arroyo
* Mary Aywaz
Alexandra Baranovsky
Rebekah Amelia Barbosa
***Rachel Faith Basey
Alyssa Nicole Balida Bautista
Rhode Neyssa Beaujour
Stacey Bel
Richard Bernard
Kajol K. Bindra
Stephen Anthony Blackwood
Remzie Gee Boisrond
Caili Boone
Paloma Bornas Contreras
Dilan Fernando Bosch
Angeliiki Boshnjaku
Andrea Lynne Brock
Kaitlin Marie Brosowski
Raenieca Reah Browne
Amanda Taylor Bruce
Nhi Hoang Bui
Leiah Dana Burgess
Shannon Lindsey Burke
Madeline Rae Cadiz
Justine Calahatian
Joylene Calderon
Alvaro Pavel Camborda
Margie Dayanna Castillo
David Anthony Castro II
* Karina Castro
Alexa Faith Cavarle
Rosa Reyna Cervantes
Katherine Chaparro
*** Bruna Chaves
Kelsey Rose Clark
Brovianna Danielle Cline
Tyler Richard Colgan
Marcos Antonio Colon
Lexis Breann Constant
** Victoria Orindas Cercino
Jeryel Correa
Gabriella Elaine DaCosta
Deandra Dagobert
Faatimah Dawood
Kiera L. De Arellano
Kenhed Matthew De Los Angeles
William Hite DeHaven III
Karlyrene Ivette Delgado
Nia Deltis
Gabriela Lauren DePalma
Juliana Pei Wei Domenech
Tracy Marie Dulcio
Randah Saad El-Gendi
Victoria Leanne Engel
Brooke Elizabeth English
Isabel Rose Erickson
Saul Estrada
Alessandra Paola Fajardo
Yasmine Hanae Fanna
* Katelyn Alice Feltner
Alejandra Nicole Fernandez-Baca
Shakira Ashley Ferron
Malaikah Jasmine Fidele
Jalina Deija Fleary
Yeniyah Shaunise Flint
Taylor Denise Ford
Matthew Alejandro Forem
Tamera Camille Fox
Shane Daniel Francis
Frederic John Freeman III
Courtney Patricia Furst
Gabriel Luis Garcia
Ashley Garro Rojas
Mik’Halia Yhasé George
Mila Nicole Gillaspy
Daniel G. Gitelman
* Chandni Gothana
Ian M. Hall
Daisy Cain Hans-Burrell
Shannon Evanna Hanson
Angelina Amara Ancayan Hao
Keana Lesley Harris
Avery Lauren Hatfield
Isabella Catherine Hefte
** Ashley Elizabeth Hegwood
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Henry
* Mia Henry
Francine Hoang
Kayla Dawn Holliman
Kirsten Danae Holmes
Molly Therese Hughes
Ahmed Haitham Hussein
Jemaa Mary Ibrahim
Leyla Idheileh

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Anne Ciese Jean Louis
Jaquesha Shantel Jefferson
Anna Marie Johns
Joseph Michael Johnson, Jr.
Keshawn Olajuwon Jones
Luciana Leclaire Jones
Sakeria T. Jones
Alexandra Shea Judge
Allison Anne Kaltenbrun
Hussein Ahmed Kani
Rania Ilham Kenaiou
Julia Kim Kim
Zachary Alan Kott
Kaitlyn Marie Krebs
Jacob Aaron Ladsinsky
Courtney Y. Lee
Joseph Michael Leonard
Morgan Winifred Ljuba
Melissa Lorenzo
Jonathan Eaton Lozovsky
Rehema Lubulu
Saniya Elizabeth Lugo Navas
Maria Alexandra Pineda
Macapagal
Anjali Devi Mahavir
Kendall Polina Mandt
Natalia Maria Marajh
Alexa Nicole Marrero
Roselyn Martinez
Borzhana Lauren Matviak
Laporshea Shatreal Mays
Gillian Marie McDonald
William Douglas McGregor
Melanie Amanda Menendez
Abigail Moira Miller
Ross I. Mishler
* Chloe Nina Kiamco Molina
Keily Molina
Paola Sofia Muniz Castaner
Nahir Mussa
Ashlyn Renae Myers
Zainab Nasser
Lexy Brianna Navarro
Taylor Christine Neel
Sarah Alexandria Nelson
** Brandon Doanh Nguyen
Linda Van Nguyen
* Trucvy Phuong Nguyen
Brianna Nunez
** Maria Virginia Ochoa
Amarachi Flossie Okereke
Indya Shenice O’Neal
Natalia Nicole Pabon Torres
** Charles Paindiris
Emma L. Paredes
* Manshi Rajeshkumar Patel
Nihal K. Patel
Rima Jayesh Patel
Celine Philippe
Maria Paula Pinzon
Karly Jane Politzki
Isaiah Maleke Polk
Andrew Laurence Preston
Tyler J. Quiroz
Ivette Ramos
Stanley Joseph Raphael
Alexssandra Resto-Castro
Samantha Bernice Richardson
Alexia Mercedes Rios
Daliana Rivera
Katherine Marie Roberts
Marissa Kristen Roberts
* Bianca Valeria Rodriguez
Claudia Rodriguez
Daneshka Haydelyn Rodriguez Vasquez
Alyssa Carol Romo
Amanda Mae Rossi
Alexander Youssef Sahrane
Kayliyah Diamonte Samuels
Dekayla Geovaughna Saunders
Romel Antwoine Scott, Jr.
*** Jacklyn Elizabeth Silkes
Madison Leah Sipper
Jadoni Mikaela Smith
Tahmid Abrar Sobhan
Coleman Ray Stark
Ryan Michael Stubbs
Wanda Victoria Suazo
Aneesa Nicole Surujlall
Wildie Michelle Thibaud
Desiree Karina Thomas
Jasmine T. Thomas
Sarah Christine Thomas
Naya Genaile Thompson
Olivia Jane Thompson
Anthony Ryan Toledo
Thuy Ton
Sheiliane Marie Torres Colón
Thao Thanh Uyen Tran
Tina Trinh
Nneoma Gift Ukachukwu
Caroline Isabel Urgiles
Monika Niniva Valoy
Jason Tri Van
Lisa Paulette Varela
Nathaniel Daniel Vazquez
Jair Edwin Vega
Andrew Alexander Villa
*** Daniela Vulpe
Chelsea Breanna Weaver
Dylan Scott Weierheiser
Kayla C. Wells
Alexis Marie Whiteley
Hayley N. Wingate
Dekorey Keritz Wright
Jelani Olaya Wright
* Vivian Minglok Yeung
Gabriela Zachar
Jared Beau Zack
Nikki Marie Zimmerman
Kelsey Lyn Zinszer

Kinesiology BS-Exercise and Sport Physiology

Marawan Abdelaziz
Juan David Aguirre Ramirez
* Gilber Gerardo Arriola Pinero
** Farah Atta
Victoria Ayala Maeso
Natalie Badik
Lauryn Victoria Bench
Sevanna Helene Blessing
Jill Ann Braden
Amber Marie Cable
Andy Calixte
Jordyn Marie Carlisle
Garrett Carson
Cody Christopher Chapin
Erin Stephanie Cleaver
*** Jarrett Michael Conkling
Ambar Giannina De La Cruz
Joseph Alexander DeLoretto
Miranda Nicole Edmonds
Gabriel Ivan Escalera
Andy Sokol Fekollari
Gedenir Fiorese
Anthony Taylor Garcia
Hailee Brianna Graul
Valeria Grisales
Andrew Michael Guigis
Daniel Hernandez
* Alexandra Michelle Hoover
*** Raelyn Donna Hoskinson
Jasmine LaShay Howard
Oliver James Inscoc IV

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Health Professions and Sciences

Brianna Danielle Jackson
Taylor Leigh Jennings
Brendon Mike Joseph
Donna Lapointe
Vanessa Mercedes Lopez
Aryanna Nicole Matos
Elizabeth Michelle McLean
Rasheed Roberto Miller
Alex Maurice Moore, Jr.
Destiny Juliana Munoz
Uchenna Nkoronye
Erik Javier Ortiz
Elmer Palmer
*** Angela Daniela Penate
Jenna Nicole Prywitowski
Rebeca Elizabeth Ramirez
Andrea Renteria
Landyn Steven David Rivadeneira
Matheo Sanchez
Jonathan Rafael Sandoval
Alexis Hayley Shivmangal
Justin Eugene Smith
** Lauren Frances Smith
Sofia Sperling
*Marielle Ulan
Stephanie Marie Velez Rivera
Yesenia Almee Velez-Figueroa
Elizabeth Renee Villeneuve
David Esteban Vinasco, Sr.
* Violetta E. Yazlovskaya

Kinesiology BS-Sport and Athletic Coaching

Omar Ayala
Dominic Daly Hocking
Kenneth Anthony Midura
Carlos E. Torres, Jr.
Carlin Joseph Williams

Sport and Exercise Science BS-
Human Performance

Brianna Nicole Bell
Mark R. Boutwell
Luke Soren Brashears
Ciarra Cayo
Aniyah Emani Monae Fisher
*** Lucas Ryan Gross
Dezman Keith Holloway
Caitlin Pinnell
Evan Michael Ramos
Cameron Lee Saydo
Rachel Marie Trainor

** Charnelle Nicole Whyte

Bachelor of Social Work

Social Work BSW

Adriana Victoria Cardenas
Ryan Patrick Croak
Shariely Figueroa-Mendez
Bianna Tanner Gaskin
Roselanda Germinor
Jennie Lee Guerrero
* Lyann Justiniano
Marie C. Leonce
Matthew Hansel Maddox
Jessica Manning
Jennifer Martinez
Yorick Medina
Alexandra Maria Moyer
Kimberly Nassif
Aaliyah Ortiz
Roriale Jadale Peavy
Jonathan Gabriel Perez Ramos
Celine Abdulwahhab Raheem
Noemi Rodriguez
Destini Charisse’ Smith
Felix Suarez
Amanda To
Hunter Yeakley

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Medicine

Bachelor of Science

Biomedical Sciences BS

*** Jason Sebastian Anderkin
Paola M. Anglero Alvarez
Johann Arce
Jayda Amaya Barcena
Kayla Joy Barton
Dominique Alyssa Belnavis
Alexandria Nicole Brown
Kevin John Busuttil
Johnna Nicole Cadena
Jonathan Chang Rosado
Yvanna Carolina Checo Camacho
Lauryn Taylor Curtis
Anthony Renato D’Arco
Myles Sanjay Davis
Sophia Renee Dawson
Kiera L. De Arellano
Laura Alejandra De los Santos
Nichole Mariah Diaz
Alexis Maria DiBello

*** Danielle Jean Duffett
Bianna Marie Ewing
Kody Randel Frain
Hallie Claire Garrigus
Giorgos Giannomenoros
Maria Fernanda Gonzalez Lache
Bianna S. Graham
Mary Isabelle Evangelista Guerra
Enmanuel Guzman
Alexandra Shaeli Harbin
Peter George Hart
Kenneth Patrick Hawkins, Jr.
Samantha Hefziba Hernandez
Lenna Huelbes Rodriguez
Jodi-Ann Johnson
Bianna Alyssia Morgan Joseph
Chu Kay Khing Kyaw
Alesia Lokshina
Giovanni Lozano
Sydney Anne Markovic
Christian J. Mejia-Gonzalez
Anastasia Mikhailova
Jacob Robert Minias
Victor Chidubem Okonkwo
Acadia Dawn Ong
Carolina del Mar Orria Ferreira
Manisol Isabel Ortega
Ja’Leel Deshawn Osbey
Charvane D. Owens-Tatum

Amrita Patraju
Ashlyn Nicole Pepe
Ylan Thy Pham
Jowineda Pierre
Yazmin Thalia Quinones
Zaina Dua Qureshi
Dunia I. Rashid
Samuel Kent Richard
Maria F. Rivero
Jonathan Obed Romero
Raziya Sain
Paola Sofia Sanchez
Mani Sarmast
Hunter Daniel Sholar
Jaden Allaynia Smith
Jessi Franco Tabarquino
Sameul Tesfaye Tadesse
Shivansinh Nagendrasinh Thakor
Brent Joseph Thogmartin
Aubrey Tubiolo
Christina Van Hemmen Kon
Dulce Florecita Velasquez
Santiago Villa-Jaramillo
Kaitlyn Brooke Wakefield
Gregory Richard Whitehurst
Safwan M. Yamani

Biotechnology BS

Dhritisha M. Chakraborty
Matthew Chhay
Bianca Rose Finazzo
Vonisha Brinae Kaigler
Mansi Dilip Patel
Parthiv Ravikumar
Stephanie Lynn Velasco

Medical Laboratory Sciences BS

Daisy Victoria Bello
Sandjaya Edmond
Frank H. Krasnic
Rachel Marlene Semple

Molecular Microbiology

Madison Hayes Hogenson

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Nursing Generic BSN
Kaitlin Anne Altamirano
Hannah Elise Armitage
Jason David Azar
Jeannefer Baltzly
Eman Majda Bouras
* Alyssyn Putri Brust
** Kayla Anne Burd
Carissa Janice Byrd
Jose Patrick Alvarez Carreon
Lauren Marie Ciurlizza
Alec Gene Cook
** Natalie Rose Crawford
Molly Coleman Cros
Christian Rene De La Cruz Cancel
* Jordan Diachesyn
Evelyn Diaz
* Megan Ivonne Ewart
Gabrielle Rose Flori
James Barnaby Gamblin
Rebecca Marie Gonzalez
Isabella Grezzi
* Seaira Lynn Hardy
Julia Elyse Hirsch
Sophia Marie Homsey
Lingling Huang
* Erika Rams Ibanez
Olivia Rose Jacobs
* Angela Kristine Jennings
Godvin Johnson
Holly Louise Johnson
Emily Nicole Jones
Annika Jonker
Sarah Louise Justice
Angela Frederica Khaytman
*** Erin Paige Kreisler
Riley Alexander Laughlin
Mikayla Marie Loyd
Gabrielle Lauren Martin
Heather Nicole Marze
*** Julie Anne Mast
Allison Faith McDonald
Alexis Rene MeElveen
Amiya Ta’Dajah McGee
Shauntay Alexis McGlothlin
*** Morgan Gabrielle McWilliams
Destiny Marie Mendoza
Katherine Melanie Mills

*** Katherine Melania Mills
Morgan Gabrielle McWilliams
Shauntay Alexis McGlothin
Amiya Ta’Dajah McGee
Allison Faith McDonald
Alexis Rene MeElveen
*** Riley Alexander Laughlin
Mikayla Marie Loyd
Gabrielle Lauren Martin
Heather Nicole Marze
*** Julie Anne Mast
Allison Faith McDonald
Alexis Rene MeElveen
Amiya Ta’Dajah McGee
Shauntay Alexis McGlothlin
*** Morgan Gabrielle McWilliams
Destiny Marie Mendoza
Katherine Melanie Mills

*** Kirsten Stephanie Orobitg
Kelly A. Pedersen
Kile Andrew Pestik
Robin Elise Pollard
Jerinice Lirnette Quiles Luciano
*** Sarah Ashley Redmond
Charlotte Elizabeth Rose
Allan Jesus Rubio
** Coralys Santiago Santiago
* Jennifer Elizabeth Schuman
Lauren Nicole Scott
Oleksandra Seyrek
Katie Elizabeth Slaten
Brianne Maureen Slotabec
Giena Su-Iin Small
Rachel Elizabeth Strickland
Maxwell Bronson Swann
Ayanna Sahjay Wallace
Niesha Dondra Weeks
* Hannah Leigh Whitaker
Zachary Joseph Williams
Austin Robert Winsor
Sayid Azzam Yasin
* Proebe de Guzman Ybañez

Nursing RN BSN
Muna E. Abdulrahim
Dennis Javier Acosta
Karla Madison Amiel
Kelsey Taylor Angus
Jianni Alexa Ashman
April Carmen Bailey
Sabrina Blacha-Schloftman
Olga E. Blanco
Rebecca Lyn Blickley
Ashlynn Nicole Bo
Laurent Ronald Booz
Marcela Pereira Borges
De’Niqua Nicole Bright
Michelle Lauvie Brutus
Jett Allen Bryan
Lori Anne Bullion
Melissa Christine Cajuso
Mercedes Cantu
Kencie Sabatini Carestil

Raeanne Ruth Champion
Jannis Oriana Chirinos Parra
Yu Chin Ruby Cho
Jessica Katherine Chou
Rebecca Jane Colon
Griselda Contreras
Sahra Maria Cortes
Rebecca Anne Cousin
Elizabeth Ashley Cruz
Gabriel Anthony B. Cuasito
Hebe Eve Davie
Chloe Marie Davis
Justin Del Rosario
Danielle Noel Delgado
Nacho Destine
Maria Tudorita Diaconu
Meridian Chanell Dickerson
Janery Mae Duyag
Amanda Lane Eaton
Michelle Angela Edwards
Lisa Marie Ferguson
Chantal Fernandez
Jeanet Brooks Ferrante
Daniela Fiedorowitz
Angelic Figueroa
Alexandra Marie Filibeck
Morgan Cassidy Franks
Anael Garcia
Eliana Garcia
Elizabeth Marie Garrett
Alyssa Marie Giacomelli
Jacob Goldberg
Adela Gonzalez
Annette Marie Gonzalez
Jordan Nicole Graham
Nicole Marie Griffin
Kelli Catherine Guenther
Jennifer Ann Haberthier
Alexis Kim Hall
Drexel Harris, Jr.
Courtney Lynn Hart
Susan Lynn Hathaway
Andraya Rose Marie Helmus
Halee Noel Henderson
Sarah Kathryn Henderson
Chasedy Nicole Hernandez
Victoria Hernandez
Charlotte Grace Hongco-Bondoc
Rashida O. Howard
Andrea Marina Izurieta
Elizabeth Rose Izzo-Andujar
Fariha Jannat

*** denotes Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Summa Cum Laude
College of Nursing

Cassie Anne Jarrell
Amanda Johnson
Odessa Genevieve Johnson
Esther Joseph
Jonathan Nik Joseph
Brandon Remington Keyes
Hyejin Kim
Kaydan Alexa King
Samantha Gabriela Kiss
Melanie Monique Lane
Fed-D’Jona Samika Lefevre
Vande Leng
Brittany Arol Saintelia Leonard
Sarah Anne Lipp
Cynthia Elena Lopez Serrano
Andrew Huy Luong
Jenna Elise Lusardi
Shannon Marie Malin
Michael Anthony McCullom
Megan Roseann McGovern
Brooke Taylor McLeod
Tara J. McNeill
Morgan Paige Miller
Ashley Ann Millien
Marie D. Mondy
Melissa Montano
Anna D. Morales
Stephany Madeline Mueller
Anna Huu Nguyen
Sabrina Mohamed Omar
Laura Palma Buitrago
Miqueas Agustin Paredes
Siera Lashae Patrick
Amanda Lynne Pechous
Nedeljka Pepic
Rodeline Pierre-Paul
Laura Camila Plaza
Jessica Lee Rearick
Omar R. Rodriguez
Morgan Elaine Rupp
Laura Ann Rusnak
Kara Rutherford
Lilly Sanchez
Leomaris Linnette Santana
Joc’lène Scarlett
Sarah C. Schultz
Elizabeth Serrano
Tasha R. Severe
Ian Ernest Shadow
Daniel John Silver
Abbey Daniele Smith
Sara Kristina Soria
Kelly Ann Suarez
Laura Doralice Suarez
Natalie J. Tenorio
Danielle Francine Thompson
Emily Noelle Tibu
Emma Elizabeth Topa
Kayleigh Nicole Toraya
Melissa Yasmine Vahid
Ada Van Lardingham
Jerisbeth Vasquez
Rachel Leigh Ward
Brianna Waters
Brendan S. Watson
Payton Elizabeth West
Taylor Anne West
Brooke Makenzie Womick
Crystal Nicole Zagone

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
The College of Optics and Photonics

Bachelor of Science in Photonic Science and Engineering

Photonic Science and Engineering BS

Jessyka Jessurum
Zia Val McDonnold
Kielan Chelaine McMillan
Tyrone Morales
Francisco Javier Torres Campbell

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Bachelor of Arts

Advertising-Public Relations BA
Ashley Nicole Arenal
Alondra Xaymara Pacheco Martinez
Mallory Parker Pierce
Justin Sung Hyun Yun

Anthropology BA
Matthew Ross Abramson
*** Emma Louise Angell
Alexis Jo Beatty
Elektra Maria Burnett
Allison Elizabeth Canestraro
Bryan Matthew Doss
Jake Florence-Brown
Trinity Nicole Kerr
Sophia Lopez
** Megan Eliza McDonald
Jennifer Ixtok Moreno Palacios
Jacob Avery Parker
Jerae Neal Rasheed
Lillian Ruth Rickert
Susana Valencia
Summer Lynnsey Warren

Communication and Conflict BA
Ruth A. Caffery
Alisha Joy Garner
Maribel Herrera
Janay Ali Howard
Aleigha Morgan Jones
* Karima S. Karim
Braedon Jeffrey Kober
Lilliana Yvette Rosario Cortes
William Bradley Saxton
Jerry Stephane Simon
Abigail Joan Slaughter
Christopher Bailey Stack
Dwyette Turnquest
Alexandria Lian Walschots
Frances Weissler
Meghan Lynne Wieboldt
Aimee Sarai Woodlee

Digital Media BA
Cecilia Lopez
Holden Jevon Mitchell

Digital Media BA - Game Design
Anna Josephine Branch
* Zachary Steven Bray
** Imari Dante Davis
Joseph Michael Demeritt
Christopher Vincent Flango
Tyler Matthew Hopping
Palmer D. Ilinsky
Aja Marie Jamison
Brynn Lauren Jones
Justin Daniel Jusino
Travis Douglas Kosier
Ashley Nichole Leandres
Erik Charles Lovejoy
Marcus Athony Napoleonii
Travis Mark Nugent
Timothy Edward Ray
Vanessa Sanchez
Eric J. Savage
Trent Graham Sweeney
Logan Ray Waltersdorff
Qing Wei
Tyrrell Anthony Whitby

Digital Media BA - Web Design
Simon Darron Fevrier
Daniel Luke Fox
Rey Osvaldo Gonzalez
Lindsey Ann Hutchins
Torin Lucas Krishnarao
Danny Nguyen
Jovian Jesus Rios-Sabat
Tais Yainana Sanchez
Christian Michael Simmons
Ian Davis Grogan Watt
Benjamin Christopher Wilcox

Film BA
Joseph Dwayne Copeland
Ryan Anthony Coss
Nicholas Clifford Dwyer
Jordan Figueroedo
Chase McDermott Hallam
Carlos Alberto Irazabal
* Ashley Johnson
Jodie Michaela Lookenbill
Maryreid Elisabeth Martin

Adam Taylor Ricketts
** Brian William Smetters
Lewis Babb Toms
* Juliana Tortoledo
Trinity Colleen Wright

Human Communication BA
Eram Mahmood Dost Mohamed Al Balushi
Alise Catherine Alvarez
Nico Marie Attai
Sierra Kalese Barber
Katie Bui
Chelsea Brooke Cater
Brandon Kenneth Caves
Nicholas Correa
Abbey Cox
Jayla Alexandria Day
Tyler Martin Failla
Aliyah Nicole Flowers
David Foreste
Matias Gomez
Julia Seage Graham
Niyah J. Harris
Shane Alexander Isaacson
Goya Shika Johnson
Gabriel Theodoro Lee
Eric McElroy
Justin Edward Miniard
Khrysta Terriell Monroe
Vernique J. Monroe
Abigail Joy Mulhollen
Michael Albert Nave IV
Glen Wesley Nielsen, Jr.
Taylor Markeslie Oakes
Marilyn Orellana
** Maidalys Otero
*** Mia Nicole Parlidore
Miles Lawrence Plaskett II
Stephanie Alexander Ramirez
Annabel Elizabeth Rose
Destiny Santana
Peyton Graham Sorenson
Tanesha Michaela Sweetland
Maria Angelica Varela
Renato Alonso Villacorta
Floyd Easton West III
Hannah Rose White
Kaitlin Robin Wiles
** Kurtis Martire Woods

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

International and Global Studies
BA
Sasha Michelle Anguiano
Kelsey Ellen Barrett
Adalis Nelda Caro
Cassidy Jade Chioupek
Ciera-Lyn Marie Gast
Eric Thomas Hardman
Reine Ritza Lerissaint
Nichole Iris Maharaj
* Lylian Alcantara Monteiro
Marcia Natali De Assis Alligayer
Alyssa Patricia Perez
Emma-Marie Pearl Taylor
Samantha Robin Turner
* Madison Riley Walker

Journalism BA
Sabrina V. Perez

Journalism BA-Electronic Journalism
Alejandra Espinosa
Beatriz Nina Ribeiro Oliveira

Journalism BA-Print/Digital Journalism
Ashley Maria Bermudez
Natalia Jaramillo
Lauren Marie Luteran

Media Production and Management BA
Harmen Martijn Mark Grevers

Political Science BA
Alexander Gian Wobst

Political Science BA-American Politics and Policy
Thomas Matthew Batura
* Karl Richard Boyd
Christin Boice Carlisle
Angel Nathan Crozier
Christie Lynn Effron
Zachary Michael Ellis
Sabrina Louisa Francois
Paola Sofia Geary
Jalen Emmanuel Graham
Margaret Grace Hammond
Katelin P. Hoveskeland

Andrew Nicholas LoFaro
Lynne Marie Lopez Tormos
Nohan Daniel Ortiz Velazquez
Paul John Tice

Political Science BA-International Relations
Stephania Arango
Paula Arenas Delgado
Nancy Fis Báez
Julienne Nicole Bailey-Marett

*** Abigail Joyal Bass
Norynne N. Caleja
Clark Anthony Davis
Steven Guillermo Donis
Andrew Galvizu
Cameron Kapono Silvino Harris
Julen Huarte
Joseph Wayne Jaiman
Eduardo Morales Cruz
Melissa Anne Newell
Natalie Kieu Dinh Nguyen
Valerie Nicole Nieves Maldonado
Beatriz Nina Ribeiro Oliveira
Isabella Annie Rambhacus

*** Abigail Elizabeth Reynolds
Joshua Angel Rodriguez
Juan Ilidio Santana
Ryan Lee Sayers
Karl Von Stormer
Jose Alberto Uncein
Blossom Viruet-Vazquez
Trevor Jameson Walther
Carl Wobst
Israel Emanu-El Zion

Political Science BA-Prelaw
Susanna Emlin Albright
Nathen Michael Andrews
Liauren Francine Arnold
Aniella Alejandra Barreto
Christina Besignano
Erin Marie Borders
Matthew René Brust
Catalina Cardenas
Shayna Brooke Carey
Mansoor Esfandieyar
Denisse Estrada
Patrick Michael Farrell
Alex Cole Goldenberg
Savanna Hirtzel
Christopher D. Kobrin
Alexandria Laureano-Rogers
Armaan John Memarpouri
Jared Daniel Mowry
James O’Hara
Raj Krishnan Parayath
Steven George Peabody
Mario Mounes Rizk
Phillip C. Rose
Rachel Samantha Schultz
Andrew Schwarte
Ayah Halima Sghiar
Seth Thomas Shepard

** Jessenia Claudette Suazo
Christian Z. Tebo
Anthony Vito Tutera
Siara Ursino
Xavier Valles
Gabrielle Ceida Vitoria
Kameron Jashawn Walton

Radio-Television BA-Media Management and Operations
Adriana Alvarado
Chelsea Julia Chapman
Sean Michael Malone Enlow
Samantha Elisabeth O'Donnell
Aaliyah Rashell Ovalles

Radio-Television BA-Production
Daniel Efren Alonso
** Gabriela Brooke Baldaccini
Ashton Matthew Bosse
Daniel Nicholas Conti
Nicholas Demetrios Silverdes

Sociology BA
Valerie Campos
Christie Lynn Effron
Erick Alberto Flores Morales
Maria Hernandez
* Victoria Kipping
Kaci Landry
Erica Yvonne Mack
* Fatima Oman
Aileen Cecile Peralta

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Film BFA
* Natasha Churion
College of Sciences

**Bachelor of Science**

*Actuarial Science BS*
Mathew Christopher Harmon

*Biology BS*
Ryan Lamar Hart
Amanda Carol Newsome
Amanda Nicole Rolfs

*Biology BS-Ecology, Evolutionary and Conservation Biology*
Kealani Maria Zayas

*Biology BS-General Biology*
Morayo Aiyegbeni
Britney Carmelle Alexis
Malak Alzelzeleh
Connor David Bailey
Jose Miguel Berne Galea
Imalay Camacho-Castano
Colton Tyler Cangemi
Dominique A. Cohen
Daniel Hebert De Oliveira
Connor Stewart Dowling
Paige Michelle Edwards
Steven Gomaa Elsaied
Russell Eric Frank
Jesse Ilan Franklin-Peiper
Skylar Jade Gootkin
Alexander Jeffrey Gregory
Elizabeth Hernandez
Dave Loic Hosty
Julia Lynne Jingle
Bianca Elizabeth Ann Jinsin
Fatima Emma Johnson
Caitlyn Faith Keeler
Zain Syed Khalid
Avery Brooke Kinlaw
Ava Maria Leclair
Jude Lessaint
Devin Alexander Lief
Nathaniel Danny Lundy II
Rylie Helene McBreen
Victoria Molina
Denver Ray Nelson III

Nakeira S.A. Penn
Ryan Reinberg
Christopher Daniel Rodriguez
Johnathan Rodriguez
Monica Nicole Rodriguez Pagan
Kyle Alexander Rowley
Jose Alejandro Salmeron
Annasimone Lily Sidrak
Colby Matthew Spencer
* Pavle Stojadinovic
* Sava Stojadinovic
Pratheeksha Sujaykumar
* Veronica Eva Szoke
Christian Andrew Taraska

*Biology BS-Marine and Aquatic Biology*
Caitlin Brooke Benoit
Jaxon Bridges Kircher
*** Aron Oli Ludviksson
Kennedy Mirraé Meador
Vinay Manish Patel

*Biology BS-Plant Sciences*
Randi Renee Shreve

*Biology BS-Pre-Health Professional Biology*
Genesis Alejandra Alicea
*** John Angelo Pintoy Bacal
Ashley Buil
Zakari Ronae Burch
Duchney Derosier
Ledio Gjunkshi
* Ciania Josh F. Kim
Kendall Anne Merrill
David J. Pizarro
Jasmine Renata Renee Remak
Kaydalia Samuels

*Biology BS-Zoology and Pre-Veterinarian Science*
Ximena Marie Alcazar
Kody Matthew Condento
Zachston Eliezer Llano
Kayle Anabel Macedo
Ashley Krystal Mahon
Joshua Dylan November
Sadie Sinclair Owen
Kourtney Alexandra Pennell
Isabelle Sophia Robbins

Stephanie Sarah Smith
Morgan Celeste Stewart
Aiden Matthew Winterfeldt

*Chemistry BS*
Elvira Londo
Nicole Leigh Mason
Kendra Evanee’ Nixon
Jeremy Adair Nuñez
Raiza Denisse Quinones
Betsy Ramirez
Liseth Johana Rubio Rodriguez
Jacobo Misael Salazar

*Forensic Science BS*
Gabriela Diaz Rodriguez
Frank P. Krist III
Cristina Elisabeth Lemus
** Scott Thomas Mooney
Carlos M. Morales
Lauren Elizabeth Mullen
* Esperanza Anjelica Otero
Brianna Rachel Snowdon

*Mathematics BS*
Sebastian C. Bruner
Joseph Patrick Egan
Bryan Emmanuell Garcia Corado
Kamila Melodie Hughes
Canute Rockne Jacobsen
Camille Morar
Harry Patel

*Physics BS*
Harold Jose Matias
Ami Rathod

*Physics BS-Astronomy*
Courtney Scalf-Crickenberger

*Psychology BS*
Miya Nicole Aikens
Danique’A Taylor Akoon
Venecia Sapphire Alexander
Marina Kaitlyn Baird
Ana Clara Barbosa Pereira
Allegretti
Katlin Renee Barham
Nyasia Bautista
Sabrina Rene Bertrand
Gilberto Joaquin Bolanos
College of Sciences

Lexi Grace Bratek
Nellie Chayannae Bravo
Lawrence Charles Brown II
*** De’Nay Bruner
Caleigh Ann Bryan
Melissa Dianne Bussinger
Maria Aleksandra Calderon
Jenna Lynne Campbell
Paula Andrea Canon
Jessica Marie Cass
Omar J. Castro
Garrett Christopher Chiado-Crombie
Mikayla Grace Corbitt
Brittney Nicole Craft
Alaina Victoria Cruz
Gianna Marie Demps
Natasha Denny
Hailey Elizabeth Detwiler
Angelica Dolan
Brandis Alyssa Donelson
Hang Duong
Sharelis Adriana Encarnacion
Savannah Grace Everson
Isabelle Lynne Fekany
Victor M. Fernandez III
Nayalee Diamar Figueroa
Sheila Garcia
Marchelle Gerffard
Simone Alternise Gentilhomme
Maya Luisa Giamalakis
William Clark Goff
Aixa Imar Gonzalez
Cynthia Angeliz Gonzalez
Caitlin Victoria Gronlier
Starla Renee Gura
Allyson Stephanie Gutierrez
Kyle Robert Hanley
Nicholas James Harper
Kara Harris
Sara O. Helman
Alexandra Marie Hempfling
Brandon Alexander Hernandez
Trey Hilderbrand
Ashley Marie Hoffman
** Alyssa Michelle Holcomb
Ana Fernandez Ingold
Kate Ansley Justin
Shelby Kania
Elias James Kayat
Kimberly Rose King
Androniki Stephana Kyriakidis-Kyro
Edward Lafleur
Chris-Ann Veneisha Lewis
Madison Kristine Lightfoot
* Corynne Shannon Lovewell
Laura Elizabeth Lowry
Amanda Nicole Luquis
Dany Maestre
Vitalia Marmen
Rogelio Martin
Jasmina Martinez
Isabella Marie McLaughlin
Rebecca Silveira Melo
Harmony Peyton Mitchell Devine
Noemi Montilla
Nikita Michele Munch
Brittany Nicole Naugler
Andy Anh Nguyen
Alexis May Ohye
Sidney Michelle Overby
Hollianne Mercy Page
Alexis Marie Parker
Jessica Lynn Parker
Summer Clarissa Parrow
* Leah Rachel Philson
Garrett Michael Putnam
Dua Gays
Melissa Ann Randall
*** Alexis Jade Renella
Lisa Rickman
Sayuri Curiel Rijo
Natalie Danielle Rivera
*** Yasmin Marie Robles
Walter Orlando Rodriguez
Santiago
Valerie Rosa
Tania M. Rosario
Jordan C’Mone Ross
Amanda Cristina Ruiz
Isabella Catherine Rush
Daniela Santos
Nicholas Mark Anthony Scavone
Hannah Allison Slotnick
*** Amy Marie Smith
Arianna Gabriel Smith
Fonta Nekay Smith
Abigale Eileen Solomon
Cristina Sosa Alvarado
Katie Anne Sost
* Rebecca Sue Soto
Caitlin Luella Stafford
Karla Patricia Suarez Hernandez
Taylor Nicole Sweeney
Kiernan Patrick Tetreault
Paul John Tice
Demaris Tissier
Artayvia Toombs
** Natalie Jahira Torres
Sade Symone Trotter
Christal Angela Ulffe
Janelle Van Gorder
Kelly Ann Vincennes
Emily Paige Whitefoot
Gregory Richard Whitehurst
Maxwell Timothy Wierzbicki
Kayla Christine Williams
Brandon John Zubrisky

Psychology BS-Clinical Psychology

Katya Yanina Abruza
Aracheli Marit Abreu
Chelsea Adkins
* Alexandra Sarah Adler
Teresa Marie Adrovel
Nibras Safa Ahmed
Faith Breann Alexander
Melanie Alfonso
* Sierra N. Alger
Abdullah Aljabban
Alexandra Alonso
Malak Abdulaziz O Alraddadi
Ryan Christian Andersen
Melinda Elena Angulo
Caitlyn Mackenzie Anzalone
Nico Aponte Milla
Maite Judith Arce Realpe
Teigen E. Baker
* Samantha Yvonne Ball
Alexandrie Bavecovic
Samay Umer Beg
Alexandria Kennedy Behun
Dakota A. Benca
Alexandra Paola Betancourt
* Abigail Christine Blais
Theresa Margaret Boettcher
Martha Boettcher
Keturah Ruby Brinson
Kiera L. Brown
Juvelle Celeste Caba
* Karina Sofia Cabrera
Andrea Michelle Calderon
Katia Caroline Calvo

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
**College of Sciences**

Amara Mercedes Carbone  
Shayne Ashley Cardamone  
Taylor Lee Carpenter-Bantel  
Elizabeth Castillo  
Carlie Amanda Castro  
Sophia Briana Caughorn  
Alexis Danielle Cejas  
Nikolai Chenet  
Staci Leigh Chess  
Ashley A. Cloma  
Hector Andres Collazo Perez  
Jillian Keichele Alexis Collie  
Anabel Colon  
Angel Luis Colon III  
Kailee Courington  
Yzabella Rei Cruz  
Aduja N. Cusac  
Ryan Kenneth Davies  
Victoria Lynn Day  
Brittani Marie Dean  
Naomy Alina Delgado  
Douglas Wayne Diamond III  
Kimberly Marie Diaz  
Madeline Diaz  
* Aisley Jayne Dukas  
Michael Anthony Durant, Jr.  
Kylor Michael Edwards  
Shanya Takiis Edwards  
Devin James Elkins  
Hannah Elizabeth Faber  
Marzena Mae Fabiszak  
Cristina Maria Ferrer  
Noah William Fisher  
Shannon Victoria Flonner  
Chloe Corinne Fortner  
Mackenzie Elizabeth Fox  
Justina Faith Freeman  
** Elana Ann Gabriel  
Elise Estelle Gastelum  
Jade Monica Gayle  
Christa Arlene Gilsson  
Andrea Elizabeth Gomez  
Lei-Asha Arianne Gonzales  
Kaylah Nicole Goodwin  
Michaela Elizabeth Gordon  
Robert Andrew Halisey  
Brittany Lorin Harley  
Madison Avery Hartling  
Elizabeth Leona Heck  
Kaley Angelina Helms  
*** Shaira Heredia  
*** Andrea A. Hernandez  
* Germine Hernandez  
Marquis Starr Hilaire  
Carrie Mae Holliman  
Sammi Huang  
Kristy ip  
Aisha Islam  
Jose-Dominic Lobetos Jamiro  
Dimitri Jean-Louis  
Andrea V. Jimenez  
Valentina Jimenez  
Britani Ukiah Johnson  
Mary Katherine Jones  
Denitsa Kornelia Kaneva  
Numan Ertugrul Karagoz  
Erin Elizabeth Karaktin  
Steven Kenneth Keckler, Jr.  
Corrinda Ann Maureen Kerrgard  
Kareena Khemlani  
Kyla Elizabeth Landress  
Connor Jeffrey Law  
*** Gabriel James Layne  
Aylin Leal-Villeda  
Trinity Bianc’E Leath  
Alysia Victoria Marie Lucas  
Brianne Elizabeth Mahadeo  
Angeliany Maldonado  
Yamiley Heather Marc  
Steven Joseph Markowitz  
Lucia Teresa Matos  
Latasha Nicole McDowell  
Molly Michele McGee  
Talea Renault McKinon  
Ashylnne Marie Meifert  
Torian Mikala Miller  
Brianne Paige Minear  
Leah Elizabeth Montgomery  
Lindsey Michelle Morrison  
Molly Marie Mulroney  
Chanzes Murray  
Taylor Victoria Narder  
Joselynn Marie Olmo  
Camille Marie Ortiz  
Leslie Gabriela Ortiz  
Seleynie Ortiz Velez  
Gabriel Scott Packer  
Laura Elizabeth Palmer  
*** Volodymyr Pashishyn  
Mansi Dilip Patel  
Mary Ruth Patryas  
Chanise Elaine Pelham  
Travez Maverion-Marcel  
Pendergrass  
Kiara R. Perez  
Susana Daniela Perez  
Ella Camille Plasse  
Sabrinky Pujols  
Summer Danielle Quinn  
Gabriel Andres Quinones-Acevedo  
*** Madeleine Belle Reed  
Holly Anne Ricci  
Haley Ray Rittenhouse  
Abigail Sara Ritter  
Vanita I. Rivera Legrand  
Fabiana Angelica Rodriguez  
Fabian Roldan Mori  
Honesti Roman  
Martin Waldemar Rosado Fabery  
Nicole Ruiz  
Daniela Lisseth Salazar  
Gabriella Fernanda Sanchez  
Kimberly Sanchez  
Yennis Magdalena Santos  
Natalia Mercedes Sardina  
Kelly Marie Schmitt  
** Serina Mae Schoenlank  
Anna Kate Schullstrom  
Alexa Ivey Schwalbe  
Natalia Maria Seliga  
Zohaib Shah  
Antonia Blair Siciliiano  
Wiktoria Siemieniecika  
Jenny Simeus  
Lucy Jade Simmons  
Carly Elizabeth Smith  
Makenna Marie Smith  
Denzel Vijay Soltau  
*** Stephanie Storm Sommer  
Takayla Ravonne Spikes  
Milerne St.Vil  
Tristani Ojal Stewart  
* Jessie Ann Strawderman  
Idalis Mercedes Streat  
Daniel Alejandro Tamayo Silva  
Tiffany P. Theophile  
Haley Raegan Thomas  
Layne Aaron Thomas  
Carolyn Fabiana Torres  
Santana Alexandra Vaughan  
Bianca Vita Venute  
Mia Michelle Villar  
Mary Ann Vogel  
Emma Rayanne Willis  
Shaynia Renea Wilson  

---

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude  
** denotes Magna Cum Laude  
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Sciences

Asha Tilon Wright
Marissa Elaine Youngblood

Psychology BS-Experimental Psychology
Sandra June Basile
John Edward Genest III
Naymellie K. Horrach Rodriguez
Anna Marie Murkerson
* Marcus D. Seigman
Yoo Jin Song

Psychology BS-Human Factors Psychology
Roneil Mignott

Psychology BS-Industrial/Organizational Psychology
Maria Eduarda Querido Alexandre
** Camila Andrade
Catherine Grace Brewster
Adam Patrick Daganhardt
Naria Jose Davila Betancourth
Katherine Marie Edge
Luz Victoria Galvan
Jose Gavidia
Samantha Nicole Grebinar
*** Charlotte Ray Haag
Stephanie Magoufitt
Melanda Miller
Jenice Renia Moore
Chelsea Nunez
Alevtina Vladimirovna Petrova
Mackenzie Alexis Radtke
Garrett Michael Rainey
* Maria Paola Sardi
Karyna Sabrina Tong
Dwyette Turnquest
Aliyah Valentín
Caitlin Withrow

Psychology BS-Neuroscience
Talyn Michelle Allard
Alethea Andrene Byfield
Jexlyn Alysha Canela-Collado
Skyler Rose Cash
Julianette Castano-Cruz
Jonathan Emmanuel Dayton
Pauline J. Ekanem
Mellina Elise Evert
Brooks Marshall Farrar IV

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

Stephanie Feliciano
Kristen Filippidis
Isabella Sarah Gingo
James Patrick Hoselton
Kurby Anthony Jones
Omar Mohamed
** Adriana Morell
Alexandria Aydee Morrison
Sabba Tiffany Omidvar
Mary-Katherine Yangli Poko
Clara Isabel Salazar
Nicole Molina Salazar
Alexander Shozda
Kathryn Ann Van Zwieten
Mariana Mercedes Vargas
Maria Luiza Vidal Barroso Elwis Vaz
*** Jose Sebastian Yengle

Social Sciences BS
Andrea Nicole Basso
Briana Devin Jones
Damaria Gladys-Sierra Mackson
Cannon
*** Trevor N. Manuel
Andrew Corey Righter

Sociology BS
Laura Beatrice DelSonno
Tristan Dale Dougherty-Sichler
Jared Kreuzer Famiglietti
Sariah Danae Grant
Aliyah Gabrielle Green
Salvatore Anthony Luongo, Jr.
Sydney Megan Ortiz
Dalia Pride
Bobby Satchel II
Hailey Alexis Stufflet
Nyla Jazz Tapley
Makiya Olivia Young

Statistics BS
Anael Lamartine Ais
Zachary Andrew Gruse
Eric Henry
Victor Miguel Herrera
Skylar Catherine Miller
Valentina Gabriella Moss
Hanna Jo Sledge
Paul Andrew Turner, Jr.
Gennia Rosana Tyler
Aaron Michael Wassenaar
College of Undergraduate Studies

Bachelor of Arts

Interdisciplinary Studies BA
Dianna Kishun Appadu
Laura Victoria Babilonia
Ryan Robert Baker
Rachael Becker
Katie Marie Cable
** Adeline Grace Carson
Faith Coraine Cooke-Hutchinson
Emma Katherine DeJong
Maranda Pearl Harrell
Tairik Jymir Long
Savanna Lopez
** Karla Michelle Mendez
Todd Benjamin Pravata
Enid Adriana Ramirez
** Heather Noelle Russell
Camila Giselle Salazar
Evan Michael Weissberger
Christina Noelle Williams

Interdisciplinary Studies BA-Diversity Studies
Sydney Cottrell

Bachelor of General Studies

Integrative General Studies BGS
Mohamed Abouamer
Minisa A. Adu
Jaylene Annette Alarcon
Matthew Carl-Olaf Alenius
Diana Lorena Alvarez
Andrew James AmRhein
Geovanna Lissett Andrade
Deon Apakama
Philippe Jacob Battad Aragon
Abigail Marlee Arias
Charity Marie Arner
Zaynah Naseema Bacchus
Bree Elizabeth Banks
Whitney Lashay Bean
Rylegh Nicole Beaulieu
Moulay Abdellah Belkorchi
Sean Christopher Biro
Briana Lynn Blackley
Samuel Boirond
Vincent Edward Brown IV

August Jae Bruner
Dwayne Smart Bryan
Katherine Ann Bryde
Brittany L. Bush
Julianne Alyssa Canales
Rachel Isabel Carroll
Sandra Joseph Charles
Kiley Morgan Chase
Sarah Elizabeth Chinester
Hailey Nicole Claassen
Juan Sebastian Cordoba
Erick Noel Crespo
Melissa Coleman Cros
Natalie Cruz
Myriam Cunningham
Joshua Taylor Cutrell
Abhilash Datti
Nadia Nawal Debarbar
Asya Jamila Del Rosario
Maya V. Devine
Jay Alexander Diaz
Dyshawn Ronel Dieujuste
Nicholas Laetrevone Dior
Jamila Djumadullaeva
Isaac Joel Dominguez
Ariana Elisabeth Dooley
Sierra Rae Duran
Cameron Michael Edwards
Candace Edwards
Tierra Lynne Edwards
Bryan Roberto Espinoza
Chloe Yena Farren
Emily Eleanor Faulkner
Bryce Thomas Fegers
Bianca Rose Fernandez
William Michael Fries
Elyzabeth Faith Garofalo
Jephthe Sebastian Gauthier

** Elizabeth Ann Geer
Chinelo D. Germain
Deborah Marjorie Germain
Zachary Edward Gervais
Valerie Caryna Gibiser

** Brielle Sara Goldberg
Joel Gonzalez
Marcus Luis Gonzalez
Maria Fernanda Gonzalez
Ches Thorley Goodman
Michael Joseph Guthneck III
Diep Ngoc Ha
Lucas Yonario Haase
Ariel Hadar

Scott Mitchell Hansen
Jeremiah Marquis Harmon
Jazmine Nicole Hawkins
Camille Dyer Hebert
Brian Preston Herr
Derrick Alfonzo Higdon, Jr.
Charity Dawn Hipp
Timothy John Hoffman
Nathan R. Holden
** Brooke Elizabeth Holland
Julia Hughes
Cheyenne Imani Hutchinson
Rettiele Ivory
Manoushka Jean
** Buffy Ann Johnson
Patrick Sean Johnson
Nia N. Jones
Eric Michael Kenney
Melanie Lynn Khandai
Kyle Seth Kramer
Jillian Marie Lacertosa
Tonya LaPrarie
Frances Diane Lamac
Grant Michael Lee
Maurice Anthony Lewis
Tyler Lingor
Yuancheng Liu
Anunca Louis
Wolf Louis
Robert Patrick Macdonald, Jr.
Darrell Radcliffe Marsh
Lucia Martineau
Maribel Evelyn Martinez
Gustavo Matos
Conor Fitzgerald McGee
Vera Ann Elizabeth McGregor-Touchton
Emma Elizabeth McIntyre
Shoy Drea McLeod
Erin Irene McNamara
** Gloria Margarita Mercedes De Casado
Luiz Alejandro Monserrat
Alvarado
Ian Ray Moore
Joshua Samuel Moore
Daniel Alejandro Moroz-Bustos
* Ronald Nicholas Moschetto
Stefan D. Mullings
Julian Orlando Munoz Gutierrez
Maxine Angela Nazaire
Emma Linn Nellinger

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
College of Undergraduate Studies

Jose Ignacio Oliva Valle
Natasha Alexandra Ortiz
Andrew William Othmer
John Luis Paez
Natassja Paradizo-Remy
Micah Torey Parker
Christopher Paul
Ebelise Pena
Nelson Perez
Alexandra Perry
Kiefer Hemaull David Persaud
Jesse William Petty
Jordan Polish
Jamila Mercedes Prieto
Isaiah James Carlton Pugh
Hanah Kazhol Rahrooh
Kayla Maria Ramos
Lea Elizabeth Reyna
Andrea Maria Ricci
Gregory Scott Ritchey
Adan J. Rodriguez
Talia Rodriguez
Sylmarie Rodriguez-Wells
Perros Alexander Roebas

*** Ladhazh Brinee Rosebury
Phyllicia Cl Rowe
Samantha Sagilibene
Jaeinnieda Saint Hubert
Tasnim Saleh
Luciano Daniel Sanfilippo
Danielle Elizabeth Sasportas
Magaly Samantha Schepman
Tayland E. Sejour
Ruth Simeon
Tonaye Smith
Jordan Micah Spector
Amy Louise Spence
Kristen Nicole Spiker
Jacob D. Stuart
Maritza Beatriz Torres Munoz
Rachel Nicole Trapeni
Bradley James Trocki
Ava Julianna Twomey
Daniela Nicole Urquhart
Edson Emmanuel Vargas
kevin Javier Vargas Lorenzo
Ivanevly Velazquez
Kiandra Vincent
Carolyn Jean Ward
Mary Ryleigh Watkins
Ashley Denise Wilcox
Brandon Rashawn Williams
Destiny J. Witherspoon
Lindsay Barbara-Anne Worsham
Danny Chen Zhuo

** Bachelor of Science

Environmental Studies BS

Mariah Lynn Aponte
Olivia Grace Barnoff
* Ariel Maria Croft
Kathryn Grace Horvath
Monroe Jean Hulbert
Cody Keen

*** Matty Leann Lane
Shannon Rose McCartney
Michael Blair McGarvey
* Laney C. McGraw
Megan Millard
Justin Thomas Rickey
Victor Manuelle Rosario
Victor Yadiel Rosario
Faith Elizabeth Willis

Interdisciplinary Studies BS

Coley Lindsay Adams
* Cynthia Aponte
Christopher Faith Aquino
Donisha Faith Brewley
Kimberly Castillo-Cortes
Cierra Celerin
Terell Clermont
Haley L. Cole
Sharon Amy Dale
Alexei Gregory Danyluk
Colton Davis Flynn
Jessica Judith Gates
Matthew Stephen Gibbons
Karenn Y. Gomez Veloza
Makenzie Rose Howell
Sebastian Ibarra-Arbelaez
Ellangi Lesedi Luma
Joshua Leonardo Olivares

*** Esther Noemi Paiz
Kiet Gianna Pochnienza
Marianela Rivas Navarrete
Delaney Grace Sheldon
L’oreal Smith
Robert Dayton Steward
Estefanie Suarez Leon
Lorraine Vicente Vega
Shelby Adelaide Vilardebo

Joel Wesley Watkins
Brayden Nikolas White
Lindsay Brooke Widmer
Saffron Natalie Willis
Dominique Alexis Zuluaga

Mikelle Anne McDaniel

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Bachelor of Science

Event Management BS
Ellie Marie Aldrich
Ryan Ballard
Nathalia Beltran
Paige Tiffany Bridges
Jessica Lynn Carlson
Paige Marie Davenport
Lexi Michelle Dills
Ashley Brunette Duquene
Matias Galindo
Cassandra DaCota Gibson
Hannah Elizabeth Griffin
Elizabeth Ruth Hann
Madison Hanrahan
Kathryn McKenzie Hohmann
Jeyli Victoria Jurkauskas
Christopher Ryan Lynch

Hospitality Management BS
**Paulina Abad Venegas
* Ashley Abner
Mazin Ghassan Al-Yousef
Sydney Lauren Anderson
Jane Atwood
** Ross H. Bauman
Moria Ben-Lulu
Scott Benoit
* Mika Trinity Berrios
Seely Edward Bevan
Benjamin Bloss
Alexis Nicole Bodden
Hunter Bobby Bostic
Briana Bradshaw
Daisy Jayne Brewin

Paige Tiffany Bridges
Madison Skye Coffey
Erica Jane Condon
Aniston Elizabeth Crawford
Olivia Claire Daher
Jennifer A. Fairchild
Gabriela Marie Feliciano Rivera
Iitsach Leandra Figueroa-Delgado
Gabriel Fink
Binqin Gao
Meghan Marie Gay
Aislinn Leigh Glanzmann
Grace Alice Gober
*Brett Kathryn Good
Emily Rose Gray
Samantha Rae Grimison
Elizabeth Ruth Hann
Morgan Hutcheson Hatch
Tasha Nicole Hitchcock
Holly Lyn Hoffman
Kaila Hoffman
Madeline McLean Howell
Erika Michele Huffman
* Gwendolyn Alyse Imes
John Wayne Jackman
Yuhan Jiang
Amanda Brynn Johnson
Ryan T. Keene
Michael Kotlin
Danielle Amber Kraut
*Emily Marsden Kushner
Betty Lou Lanagan
Kayleigh Nicole Langdon
*Christopher Maldonado-Torres
SuZette Marmolejo
Mary Elizabeth Marshall
Rebeca Xabrina Martinez
Elizabeth Ann Mastronardo
Shannon Elise McLeod
Carly C. Melnick
Ralph Motola
*** Verika Alisabel Nazario
Mackenzie Ellen Newman
* My Thai Nguyen
*Kathryn Margaret O’Donnell
Lauren Margaret O’Donnell
Emily Marie Osborne
Ashley Nicole Patrick
Alexis Lee Pedraza
Caroline Marie Piazza
Lindsey Taylor Plante
Gabrielle Josephine Polletta

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
Rosen College of Hospitality Management

Madison Leilani-Caite Porter
Jose Miguel Portilla
* Spencer Martin Powell
** Alyssa Taylor Rice
Myah Elaine Richards
Melina Rico
Christopher Luis Rivera Perez
*** Millie Ann Rivera Rodriguez
Elio Luis Rodriguez III
Jonathan Carlo Rojas
Douglas Jacob Rossig-Harrington
Ashley Laurene Sarmiento
Molly Blair Schiller
Lauren Elizabeth Sherman
Kyle Clifford Shirley
Estefania Soto-Bermudez
Jaylynn Elyse Tennity
Arman Moten Thompson
Gianni Aliyah Valentin
Zachary Kenneth Vanosten
Amelia Bursch
Marissa Veloz
Marina Kalliroy Vrotsos
Zhiyu Wang
Cameron Asher Willson
Kaitlyn Alyse Winslow
Gabriel Jude Wozniak
Isabela Yu
Samuel Tyler Vecchio
Marissa Veloz
Marina Kalliroy Vrotsos
Zhiyu Wang
Cameron Asher Willson
Kaitlyn Alyse Winslow
Gabriel Jude Wozniak
Isabela Yu
Samuel Tyler Vecchio

** denotes Summa Cum Laude
*** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude

Restaurant and Food Service Management BS
Kyle Matthew Berland
Jayce Alexander Grady
Dominique Isabel Medina
Ashley Laurene Sarmiento
Zijian Wu

Senior Living Management
** Paulina Abad Venegas

Hospitality Management BS-Hospitality Information Technology
Haley Marie Wrye

Hospitality Management BS-Lodging Management
** Madison Santaromita
Maikol Andres Valdes Perez

Hospitality Management BS-Theme Park and Attraction Management
Kayla Marie Budde
Kathryn Elizabeth Finn
Delina Diem Ly
Brendan Paul Loya Mercuri

*** denotes Summa Cum Laude
** denotes Magna Cum Laude
* denotes Cum Laude
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY AND ACADEMIC REGALIA, AN EXPLANATION

The **Academic Procession** has descended from religious processions that came to include teaching faculties when universities were closely associated with the medieval church. The presence of a piper in American academic processions has become popular in recent years. The pipers for UCF’s ceremonies are David Enzfelder and Reg Lyle.

The procedure followed for the awarding of degree is based on a practice developed at the University of Paris almost 800 years ago. In those days, the bishop of Paris, like every other bishop, was responsible for local educational curriculum and degree granting. His authority in these matters, however, soon came to be disputed by the teachers. They asserted that only they could be the proper judges of the qualifications of the students. This threatened impasse was resolved by a compromise under which the teachers, or masters, judged the merits of the students and then recommended them to the bishop for their degrees. Today’s ceremony includes a secularized version of that procedure. The dean of the college certifies that the student candidates are qualified to receive their degrees. The president then authorizes the awarding of the degree.

**Academic heraldry in the form of academic dress** reaches as far back as the earliest days of the oldest universities. Formal directives concerning the correct and proper wearing of academic regalia date back to the early 14th Century. In the United States, as a result of our English heritage, caps and gowns have been used since colonial times.

**As heraldic devices such as shields, coats of arms, and standards** could identify a knight and his individual heritage, academic regalia can describe the academic origin and accomplishments of the wearer. Easily recognizable are holders of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral degrees. With the same glance, the trained eye may identify the university that conferred the degree as well as the individual’s field of learning.

**The shape and decorations of the gown are the keys** to the highest degree earned by an individual. The gown for bachelor’s has long pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed only. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve and is open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, and the front part has an arc cut away. The master’s gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has bell-shaped sleeves, may be worn open or closed, and may be most readily identified by its velvet facing down the front and by three velvet chevrons on each sleeve.

**It is the hood, however, which is the most important and distinctive feature** of American academic pageantry. Chevrons enable those attending an academic function to distinguish at a glance the wearer’s academic heritage. The bachelor’s hood, seldom seen in American academic circles, is three feet long with a two-inch edging of velvet. The master’s hood is three and one-half feet long with a three-inch edging. The doctor’s hood is four feet long with a five-inch edging.

The color of the hood’s velvet edging represents the field in which the wearer earned his or her degree. Although black may be used for any area, colors denoting selected fields of learning are as follows at UCF and American universities: all Ph.D.s are edged in dark blue, while professional doctorates, such as the Ed.D., are edged in the color of professional discipline.

The hoods used by American colleges and universities are lined with *silk* in the official academic colors of the institution that conferred the degree. UCF graduates, for example, will wear hoods with linings of black and gold. Generally, a school’s academic colors are identical to its athletic colors.

The academic regalia you see before you today can be traced directly back to the beginnings of the oldest colleges and universities. In 1885, there occurred a widespread student movement in America to wear caps and gowns at commencement ceremonies. The graduating students seemed to feel a need for significant and dignified apparel for the occasion. By 1895, widespread adoption of a uniform code by 95 percent of colleges and universities in the country gave America its own distinct academic regalia. At UCF, the baccalaureate tassel colors are representative of the college. In most cases it represents the discipline of each college below.

However, at any academic gathering, there usually appear regalia which cannot be fathomed by these guidelines. Some of these may be from foreign universities; others are from those American institutions that have preferred to remain with the European tradition of allowing each school to determine its own costume. The result is the academic regalia you see before you today.
### THE COLORS OF THE MASTER HOODS ARE AS FOLLOWS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Arts and Humanities</th>
<th>College of Graduate Studies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Creative Writing Brown</td>
<td>Conservation Biology Professional Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Media Brown</td>
<td>Interdisciplinary Studies White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English White</td>
<td>Nanotechnology Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Languages White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Music Pink</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching English as a Second Language White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theatre Brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Business Administration</th>
<th>College of Health Professions and Sciences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accounting Drab</td>
<td>Communication Sciences and Disorders Sage Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Administration Drab</td>
<td>Health Sciences Kelly Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economics Drab</td>
<td>Social Work Citron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management Drab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate Drab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports Business Management Drab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taxation Drab</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Community Innovation and Education</th>
<th>College of Medicine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Criminal Justice Navy</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Light Blue</td>
<td>Biotechnology Science Gold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Administration Kelly Green</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Care Informatics Kelly Green</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit Management Peacock Blue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Administration Peacock Blue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Administration Peacock Blue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban and Regional Planning Blue-Violet</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Engineering and Computer Science</th>
<th>College of Optics and Photonics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science Orange</td>
<td>Optics and Photonics Aqua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Forensics Orange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering Orange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation Orange</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College of Sciences</th>
<th>Rosen College of Hospitality Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anthropology White</td>
<td>Hospitality and Tourism Management Pineapple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology Science Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry Science Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication Crimson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital Media Brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Film Brown</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensic Science Science Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive Entertainment White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathematical Sciences Science Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modeling and Simulation Science Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physics Science Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Science Dark Blue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology Science Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sociology White</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics Science Gold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE UNIVERSITY MACE

During the Middle Ages, the mace was an effective weapon in battle, but as newer and more powerful military arms developed, it was transformed into a symbol of authority.

The earliest ceremonial maces were borne by bodyguards of 12th Century English and French kings. By the end of the 16th Century, they were used widely by officials of English cities and towns. Today, the ceremonial mace is found in the British Houses of Parliament and is frequently carried in ecclesiastical processions and in university convocations and commencement ceremonies.

The mace incorporates two symbols identified with the University of Central Florida. The top is cast in the shape of the star found over the Pegasus in the UCF emblem. Inside the star is a reproduction of the “Flame of Hope” sculpture near the John C. Hitt Library.

The mace is cast in bronze with three bronze UCF emblems inlaid at the crest of the rosewood staff. The center of the staff is engraved with the names of the presidents of UCF.

The creation of UCF's mace was a collective effort by UCF art professor Jagdish Chavda, sculptor David Cambia and wood craftsman David Conway.

THE PRESIDENTIAL MEDALLION

The gold medallion worn by the university president at formal and ceremonial occasions marks the president as a distinguished scholar and administrator, the highest officer of the university, and one who strives to uphold the twin tenets established by its founders: Accent on the Individual and Accent on Excellence.

The medallion is embossed with the university seal showing the mythical Pegasus ascending toward a single heavenly star and the motto, Reach for the Stars. The seal serves as a visible reminder to each member of the university community to strive to reach individual goals. The president has been entrusted to maintain and develop an atmosphere in which these creeds can be realized. The presidential position represented by the medallion epitomizes the foundations and aspirations of the university that the president has pledged to uphold.

As the only university official who can formally award a degree, the president recognizes the graduates for meeting the standards of excellence set by the university and for reaching the point from which new ventures begin.

From the presentation of the first medallion in 1968 to charter President Charles Millican to the one worn today, the Presidential Medallion has remained a symbol of academic leadership and the legacy of those pioneers who launched a unique experiment in higher education.
Approximately 8-12 weeks after commencement, all baccalaureate, education specialists and master’s degree diplomas will be mailed to the address indicated on the student’s Intent to Graduate form. Students should log into myUCF to update their diploma mailing address if the diploma mailing address changes after filing their Intent to Graduate. For additional information, undergraduate students should call the Registrar’s Office at 407-823-3100. Graduate students should contact the College of Graduate Studies at 407-823-4132.
LIVE THE UCF CREED

INTEGRITY
I will practice and defend academic and personal honesty.

SCHOLARSHIP
I will cherish and honor learning as a fundamental purpose of my membership in the UCF community.

COMMUNITY
I will promote an open and supportive campus environment by respecting the rights and contributions of every individual.

CREATIVITY
I will use my talents to enrich the human experience.

EXCELLENCE
I will strive toward the highest standards of performance in any endeavor I undertake.
All hail to Alma Mater
Whose banner’s Black and Gold
Will wave in fame and splendor
As the passing years unfold

May loyalty and friendship
Within our hearts unite

And light the star to guide us
Ever upward in our flight

With honor and affection
Our friendships will renew

We sing of thee our Alma Mater

Ever true!